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1) Preamble: Research Ethics at SFU

For some five years now, Simon Fraser University has struggled with the problems that arise when research ethics and law potentially conflict over guarantees of confidentiality. The dilemma began in 1994 when Russel Ogden was subpoenaed by the Vancouver Coroner and asked to reveal the identity of some of his research participants. Although it is supposed to cherish academic freedom, the university chose not to appear in court to defend its research ethics application decisions and the integrity of the research enterprise. At the behest of the VP Research in 1994, the URERC introduced a policy of “limiting confidentiality,” ostensibly as a way of providing prospective research participants with information about the legal limits to confidentiality. However, the Committee’s minutes reveal that one of the purposes of the policy of limited confidentiality was to “protect the university.” From that point on, a conflict of interest has compromised the research ethics approval process at SFU.

In 1995, the URERC began forcing researchers to use a “limited confidentiality consent statement,” which says that:

Any information that is obtained during this study will be kept confidential to the full extent permitted by law. ...However, it is possible that, as a result of legal action, the researcher may be required to divulge information obtained in the course of this research to a court or other legal body.

In December 1997, one of us (Lowman) submitted a research ethics application to the University Research Ethics Review Committee (URERC) to study the owners and managers of escort services, massage parlours and body rubs. In February 1998, the two of us submitted an application to study sex workers in off-street venues. When we submitted these applications, we informed the URERC that we could not use the limited confidentiality statement because we believed that it compromised our ability to protect confidentiality to the full extent permitted by law. As there is no statutory protection of researcher/participant privilege, we argued that the only way to protect confidential information is to design our research to take maximum advantage of the Wigmore test, which the Supreme Court of Canada has ruled (R. v. Gruenke, 1991) is the appropriate way to establish privilege on a case by case basis. Because it can be interpreted as a waiver of privilege (cf. A. (L.L.) v. B. (A), 1995, and M. v. Ryan, 1997), and may thereby expose research participants to harm, the limited confidentiality consent statement is unethical.

On October 8, 1998, after lengthy negotiations with the URERC, the Committee refused to accept our alternative consent statement. In December 1998, we appealed this decision. On April 1, 1999, we received a consent statement from the VP Academic, the University authority who heard the appeal, saying that we could proceed if we agreed to use his consent statement. For reasons that we elaborate below, we cannot use his statement either. We are now faced with the prospect of invoking Section IV.3 of the SFU Code of Faculty Ethics and Responsibilities (SFU Policy A30.01), which says that faculty members:

… have a responsibility to abide by the rules and regulations established for the orderly conduct of the affairs of the University, provided that these rules and regulations do not infringe the academic freedom of faculty and students of the principles of ethical conduct as set forth in this policy.

We believe the URERC and the VP Academic have infringed our academic freedom. We have acted diligently, trying to accommodate the URERC’s unauthorized substantive change to the
SFU Research Ethics Policy, but without success. Recently the URERC twice approved a consent statement that satisfies our ethical and legal concerns. Consequently, we cannot understand why we should not invoke section IV.3 of SFU Policy A30.01 and proceed with our research using a consent statement we know the URERC has already approved for two other researchers. Also, we have initiated a grievance against the VP Academic using Article 12 (Resolution of Disagreements) of the “Agreement on the Framework for Collective Bargaining and Consultation Between Simon Fraser University and the Simon Fraser University Faculty Association” (the Framework Agreement).

This, our third submission to the SFU Research Ethics Revision Task Force, tells the story of our appeal using the appeal mechanism contained in the SFU Research Ethics policy (R20.01) and considers the implications of recent Supreme Court decisions for defending researcher-participant privilege. Also, it briefly examines the Statistics Act, which requires that Statistics Canada researchers take an oath that they will abide by a code guaranteeing unlimited anonymity and confidentiality.

1.1 The Need for an Independent Legal Opinion

Our position regarding the ethics and law of confidentiality has been outlined in our two previous submissions to the Task Force:

- **The History of Limited Confidentiality** looked back at the circumstances and approach that guided SFU in its treatment of Russel Ogden, and in its subsequent imposition of a policy of "limited confidentiality." The general conclusion of that document was that the policy was not properly enacted, did not meet its purported objectives of protecting research participants and, instead, seemed to be guided by university image management and liability considerations. It did this by engaging a caveat emptor approach to research ethics, i.e., where "being ethical" meant giving research subjects fair warning that the researcher and university would abandon the participant and divulge confidences if a court "required" the information. Although the university has apologized and made amends to Russel Ogden, the experience of our recent appeal under the SFU Research Ethics Policy (R20.01) reveals that the University is still prepared to use the ethics application process to manage its image and minimize liability.

- **Informed Consent, Confidentiality and the Law** articulated a strategy we believed would most effectively protect research confidentiality and research participants to the full extent permitted by law, as the Tri-Council Policy Statement requires. The strategy is based on designing research in anticipation of invoking the Wigmore criteria when and if

---

4 The four criteria are as follows:
   1. the communications must originate in a confidence they will not be disclosed;
   2. confidentiality must be essential to the maintenance of the relation between the parties;
   3. the relation must be one which the community believes ought to be sedulously fostered; and
   4. the injury that would result from the disclosure of the communication must be greater than the benefit that would be gained by the correct disposal of litigation. *(Footnote cont'd overleaf)*
researcher-participant confidentiality is challenged, in order to try to establish class privilege in common law for researcher/participant communications. A properly researched independent legal opinion would have helped this endeavour. However, neither the URERC nor the University provided one.\(^5\)

A professional legal opinion would have been helpful for everyone involved in the ethics dilemma at SFU, and the controversy surrounding the limited confidentiality consent statement. In their review of the “Russel Ogden Decision” Blomley and Davis (1998)\(^6\) note that the university never sought an independent legal opinion regarding confidentiality and the law. Nor did the VP Research or the Ethics Committee obtain one in 1995 prior to imposing use of the “limited confidentiality consent statement” on researchers collecting self-report information about law violations. In 1997, we asked the university to obtain an independent legal opinion about the limited confidentiality consent statement because independent legal commentary posted on the Internet\(^7\) gave reason to believe that the statement the URERC was using actually exposed research participants to harm. Nevertheless, the committee continued to require use of the statement without the benefit of a formal legal opinion, and without offering a defence of its position in response to the specific legal concerns we raised (other than to say “Wigmore won’t work,” although they were aware it had already "worked" for SFU researcher Russel Ogden).

To the extent that the URERC's refusal of our two ethics applications was grounded in points of law, the committee had an obligation of fairness to acquire the information needed to properly evaluate our claims. There was no appropriate legal expertise on the committee itself,\(^8\) and the SFU ethics policy empowers the committee to seek appropriate outside expertise when it does not exist among the committee membership. Eight months later, a budget was allocated; fifteen months later, the Committee has still not obtained a properly researched independent legal opinion.

More recently, in lieu of the University and the URERC obtaining an independent legal opinion about the issues preventing approval of our two ethics applications,\(^9\) the SFU Faculty Association sought and obtained a legal opinion (see Appendix A) from the Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT). Mr. Paul Jones, Legal Counsel to CAUT, provided the opinion. We thank CAUT and SFUFA for their assistance. Reading and considering the implications of Mr. Jones's opinion only adds to our dismay that the University and the URERC forged ahead with

---

\(^5\) The VP Research made $2000 available to the URERC to obtain a legal opinion, but the Committee did not deploy these funds.


\(^8\) The only person on the committee with any legal education is Dr. James Ogloff of the psychology department. In a memorandum to the VP-Research (who was then Chair of the committee), other members of the ethics committee, and other observers of our dialogue, dated 18 December 1997, Dr. Ogloff noted, "In closing I would suggest that we seek independent legal counsel on this matter. I for one do not have any detailed knowledge of the specific law in this area. Such information would be important should this matter proceed further."

\(^9\) Apparently the University did obtain some kind of legal opinion in the process of our appeal, but has never shared this with us or with the Faculty Association.
“limited confidentiality” without following established university policy and procedure, and in the absence of a properly researched legal opinion.

The CAUT legal opinion responded to the following questions:

1. What jurisprudence supports the use of the Wigmore test to establish researcher/participant privilege?
2. Does the document entitled “Informed Consent by Subjects to Participate in a Research Project of Experiment” compromise a claim to privilege based on the Wigmore test?
3. How can this “Informed Consent” document be designed to maximize chances of successfully asserting the Wigmore criteria?
4. Are there alternatives to the Wigmore test that could be advanced to establish researcher/participant privilege?

In his opinion, Paul Jones identifies four leading Supreme Court cases relevant to considerations of privilege: R. v. Gruenke (1991); R. v. O’Connor (1995), A.(L.L.) v. B.(A.) (1995), and M. v. Ryan (1997). The Gruenke case, which involves a claim of priest-penitent privilege, is one we have considered at length before. The three post-Gruenke cases all deal with issues of psychiatrist-client privilege in the context of therapy for victims of sexual assault. Collectively, these cases provide valuable clues about how the courts might interpret future claims of privilege using the Wigmore test. In the ensuing discussion, we consider the four cases Jones cites, plus Smith v. Jones (1999)10 a Supreme Court judgement involving solicitor-client privilege that was published on March 25th, 1999, a month after Paul Jones sent the Simon Fraser University Faculty Association his opinion.11

2) Can We Defend Researcher/Participant Privilege?

We formally entered the current debate in response to an article that Dr. Clayman, the VP-Research and then-Chair of the Ethics Committee, wrote for Simon Fraser News, entitled "The Law of the Land."12 This article displayed Dr. Clayman’s view that "The Law" is defined solely by statute. An independent observation made by Dr. Philip Hanson, a member of the URERC at the time we began our dialogue with the ethics committee in December 1997, nicely captured the difference between the URERC’s static conception of law and a more dynamic one:

Some – Bruce Clayman and Adam Horvath13 are on record – have argued from a rather narrow construal of the law of the land: roughly, the law as extant code. If one also views the university simply as a ‘corporation’ that provides facilities or infrastructure to its research ‘clients’ (a.k.a. faculty and graduate students), whose interests are distinct from its own, then it is this narrow ‘reactive’ view of the law that may well seem like the appropriate one – the one carrying the least risk to the university – to serve as a constraint on university policies. But one can, as John Lowman and Ted Palys do, think of the law more broadly and dynamically as encompassing not only code but also common law and precedents. And one can also have a different vision of the university, as an institution

10 [1999] Supreme Court of Canada; File No. 26500
11 We have yet to ascertain if there are other relevant judgements dealing with privilege in the BC Courts that also need to be taken into consideration.
13 Dr. Clayman, the VP Research, was Chair of the Committee from September 1993 to February 1998. Dr. Horvath is the current Chair; he was appointed to the position by Dr. Clayman in April 1998.
that embraces its faculty and graduate students as integral and essential constituents, societies in their wisdom having seen the value of an institution that proactively promotes and facilitates the pursuit of knowledge and understanding by its members.

I myself think of the law and of the university in the latter way. And this has consequences for what morals I draw from the Russell Ogden case. His winning his case in Coroner's Court obviously establishes an important legal precedent here in Canada for researcher-participant confidentiality. Such precedents are very much in the interests of the research constituency at the university, and therefore, given my conception of the university, ought to be proactively pursued by the university itself. The university does not set itself above the law by upholding strict confidentiality. Rather, it constructively contributes to, helps to shape the law. That is how the law works. Nor does doing so require a policy that would expect researchers to break the law or stonewall the courts. Rather it requires a policy that upholds the value of research, even research into illegal activity, and is prepared to be persuasive about these values in a court of law.  

From the law-as-statute perspective, given there is no statutory protection of the researcher-participant relationship (except for Statistics Canada researchers via Section 18 of the Statistics Act), a policy of limited confidentiality may make some sense. As Bruce Clayman argued, if the absence of statutory protection means that there is no defence to be made of confidentiality, then all you can do is "alert potential subjects about a risk to which they would expose themselves — under Canadian law — if they agree to participate in the research." However, there is more to the law of privilege than statute.

In our dealings with the URERC, we pointed out that the Ogden case was significant because it showed that lower level courts would follow the Supreme Court's exhortation in R. v. Gruenke (1991) that the Wigmore test is the appropriate measure for any claim of privilege on a case-by-case basis. The Ogden case also showed that the researcher-participant relationship could pass the Wigmore test. Against this view, the VP-Research and URERC asserted that the Ogden case set no precedent16 and that the Wigmore defence would never work,17 in which case there was nothing a researcher could do but warn subjects that courts might "require" them to give up confidential information.18 In lieu of a statutory protection of confidentiality, there is no legal defence, in which case a subpoena effectively becomes the "limit" of the law. Using this interpretation, protecting confidentiality to the "full extent permitted by law" means until a court

---

14  Phillip Hanson (10 December 1997), "Issues on and relating to agenda, Dec. 18 meeting." Memorandum prepared for Dr. Clayman, members of the ethics committee, and interested observers. Reproduced in Appendix A of Lowman and Palys (1998) The History of Limited Confidentiality at SFU.
16  There are two ways to look at the Ogden case. The first is to consider whether it sets a precedent. Notwithstanding Paul Jones's (1999) observation that the Coroner's resolution of the case may have "persuasive value" for a superior court, and that "it is important to remember that advancements in the law, although eventually affirmed by the highest Courts, often commence at the most basic levels of the adjudicative process," we have never suggested that the Supreme Court of Canada would feel bound by Coroner Campbell's decision. A second way to consider the Ogden case is to say that Ogden's defence and the Coroner's decision reflected the precedent set by the Supreme Court in R. v. Gruenke (1991), when it declared its acceptance of the Wigmore test as the appropriate measure of any case-by-case claim of privilege, and, when those criteria were applied (in this case, by the Coroner), researcher-participant privilege was recognized and accepted.
17  Given that it did "work" for Russel Ogden's case in Coroner's Court, and that this is the only case in Canadian history in which the confidentiality of researcher-participants was challenged, we are not entirely clear of their reasons for this evaluation.
18  Of course, also implicit in this view is the doctrine that ethics is absolutely subjugated to law, to which we do not subscribe (see sections 8.vi and 8.vii below).
order is made, at which point confidentiality is lost. Dr. Ogloff, for example, Chair of the Canadian Psychological Association Ethics Committee and a member of the URERC, stated:

… the Supreme Court of Canada has failed to recognize a therapist/client privilege or a physician/client privilege. While we all agree that Mr. Ogden's “victory” with the Coroner was welcomed, the fact is that such a decision really has very little, if any, precedential value. It binds no court. The fact is that as a researcher and as a member of the Committee on Ethics I simply do not believe that I would be upholding my duty to prospective participants were I to lead them to believe that somehow their confidentiality could be protected -- or that the University could somehow fight to protect their confidentiality should the research records be demanded by court order.19 (emphasis added)

In a more recent statement, Dr. Horvath reaffirmed this view:

What about the "Wigmore test" or other legal precedents as protection of researcher-participant confidentiality? The URERC was of the view that the value of the Wigmore test as a general defense of client confidentiality is of questionable value in a researcher-participant context.20

Paul Jones's (1999) legal opinion is more optimistic:

Where then does Canadian law stand on the issue of the application of the Wigmore principles?

An examination of the case law from Gruenke to Ryan indicates that the Supreme Court has accepted the Wigmore test as the means to determine if privilege should be extended on a case-by-case basis to a relationship. Moreover, these cases, Ryan in particular, emphasize that the categories of privilege are not closed and that the identification of new relationships that meet the Wigmore criteria is possible.

Thus, at a theoretical level, the establishment of researcher/participant privilege through the Wigmore test is conceivable.

Clearly then, the Wigmore test can be used to defend research confidentiality in court. Although no class privilege currently exists for researcher-participant communications (since this would require case law, of which there is none other than the Ogden case on this issue), the Supreme Court has not precluded its development.

A central premise of the URERC’s "limited confidentiality" approach — that there is no legal way to protect confidentiality against court-ordered disclosure — is thus incorrect. The Supreme Court of Canada has recognized the validity of the Wigmore test for establishing privilege and, as long as all four criteria are met, a claim to privilege can be made for any communication. The common law relating to privilege thus is the relevant law when it comes to protecting confidential research information from court-ordered disclosure. If the researcher and the university are to live up to their obligation to defend academic freedom and promote "the highest ethical standards" in research, they must defend confidentiality vigorously in court.

---

19 Dr. James Ogloff, "E-mailed Memorandum to Ethics Committee and Interested Observers," dated December 18, 1997.
20 Adam Horvath, "Response to Drs. Palys and Lowman's Communication, 'Rejoinder to Bruce Clayman'", October 6, 1998.
Nevertheless, Jones (1999) warns us that successfully invoking a claim of privilege will not be easy:

[T]he Supreme Court, indeed all Courts, have adopted a conservative approach in applying the Wigmore principles. The accepted judicial view is that the search for truth is best accomplished through the admission of all relevant evidence, and that any departure from this rule is an extraordinary exception. In reference to such exceptions, Chief Justice Burger of the United States Supreme Court stated in United States v Nixon, 94 S.Ct. 3090 (1974) at 3108 that:

“Whatever their origins these exceptions to the demand for every man's evidence are not lightly created nor expansively construed, for they are in derogation of the search for truth.”

Wigmore himself, in Evidence in Trials at Common Law, vol. 8 (McNaughton rev.) (Boston: Little Brown and Company, 1961) stated at page 70:

“We start with the primary assumption that there is a general duty to give what testimony one is capable of giving, and that any exemptions which may exist are truly exceptional”

The difficulty of winning researcher/participant privilege aside, in the short term, protecting confidentiality “to the extent possible within law” — the minimum standard set by the Tri-Council Policy Statement (p. 3.2) — will mean using arguments based in common law to fight court-ordered disclosure of confidential research information all the way to the Supreme Court of Canada, if necessary. In the longer term, Universities should become engaged in a campaign to win the same statutory protection enjoyed by Statistics Canada researchers (see section 5.v below).

3) Going the Distance

We believe that there is good reason for Simon Fraser University to take up these challenges. We have yet to see a Code of Ethics that does not recognize the importance of confidentiality to the research enterprise, and exhort researchers to engage in its protection. For example,

- Researchers must respect the rights of citizens to privacy, confidentiality and anonymity, and not to be studied. Researchers should make every effort to determine whether those providing information wish to remain anonymous or to receive recognition and then respect their wishes. (Canadian Sociology and Anthropology Association Code of Ethics, section 5.1)

- Sociologists have an obligation to ensure that confidential information is protected. They do so to ensure the integrity of research and the open communication with research participants and to protect sensitive information obtained in research, teaching, practice, and service. (American Sociological Association Code of Ethics, Section 11)

- Informants have a right to remain anonymous. This right should be respected both where it has been promised explicitly and where no clear understanding to the contrary has been reached. These strictures apply to the collection of data by means of cameras, tape recorders, and other data-gathering devices, as well as to data
collected in face-to-face interviews or in participant observation. Those being studied should understand the capacities of such devices; they should be free to reject them if they wish; and if they accept them, the results obtained should be consonant with the informant's right to welfare, dignity and privacy. (American Anthropological Association *Statements on Ethics*, Section 1(c))

- [S]cholars also have a professional duty not to divulge the identity of confidential sources of information or data developed in the course of research, whether to governmental or non-governmental officials or bodies, even though in the present state of American law they run the risk of suffering an applicable penalty. (American Political Science Association *Code of Ethics*, Section 6.2)

Professionals in other fields also recognise this duty of academics. Judge Steinberg of the British Columbia Provincial Court, for example, in his written opinion in *Russel Ogden v. SFU*, chastized the university's meek "letter of support" and failure to appear alongside Ogden in Coroner's Court to defend the rights and interests of his research participants as a "hollow and timid" defence of academic freedom and research confidentiality, and reminded us that,

It is self-evident that the rule of law includes the right to determine what the boundaries or the extent of academic privilege might be by way of a challenge in court. This can only be determined by challenging in a particular matter a request to obtain what a researcher considers privileged information. Only if the challenge has been lost in the highest court in which the challenge is being made, would the rule of law say that the boundary of privilege in the particular case has been set. Only continued refusal to disclose the information after such a ruling had been made, would put the claim of privilege outside the rule of law. It is hard to understand how an institution of higher learning, engaged in very important social research, would be thought less of because it undertook to determine the boundaries of academic privilege, when the existence of that privilege is what made the research possible in the first place. The questions of the coroner to Ogden were a direct challenge to the academic freedom and privilege that were so necessary for the research that had been approved by the University. When, because of the possibility of bad publicity, the University turned its back on the researcher who was trying to uphold the standards that the University itself had set, it risked much harm to the reputation of the University and its ability to conduct this type of sensitive research.

Much the same view was expressed by Blomley and Davis (1998) in their independent review of the university's decision-making regarding Russel Ogden:

We have no doubt that the actions of the Coroner constituted a challenge to academic freedom as defined by the University itself. In so doing, more than Ogden's project was at stake. Central freedoms that determine the nature of a university were also at issue. For the University to have distanced itself from a court challenge to those very freedoms seems to us to have put in danger not only the research function at the centre of the University's mandate, but the very principles that distinguish the University from all other institutions.

Challenges to academic freedom can come both from within and without the university. A university can guarantee to protect academic freedom against actions inside the institution that are within its legal and moral jurisdiction. It can, of course, give no such

21 The letter, prepared by the VP-Research, was so tepid and poorly conceived from a legal point of view that Ogden's legal team did not introduce it in court, fearing that it would undermine their case.

22 The Honourable Judge Daniel Steinberg, British Columbia Provincial Court. Reasons for decision in *Russel Ogden v. SFU*. [See the full decision at http://www.sfu.ca/~palys/steinbrg.htm].
guarantee about threats to academic freedom that come from outside the university. But a university has the obligation to try to protect this freedom from such external threats and challenges. If universities do not take on this obligation to protect such a basic institutional right, who will?23

More recently, the Tri-Council Policy Statement (1998) also reaffirms that confidentiality is worth going the distance for:

The situation may arise where a third party attempts to gain access to research records, and hence to breach the promise of confidentiality given by the researcher as part of a research project approved by the REB. By that time, the matter has passed from the hands of the REB. The researcher is honour-bound to protect the confidentiality that was undertaken in the free and informed consent process, to the extent possible within the law. The institution should normally support the researcher in this regard, in part because it needs to protect the integrity of its own REB. If the third party attempts to secure the research data by subpoena, it is legitimate for the researcher and the institution to argue the issue in court. The records of the REB and of the consent might be useful as part of this counter-argument, or may be requested by those seeking access. However, if the court issues a subpoena, legal appeals will probably be the only legal option open to the researcher to protect the confidentiality of the records. (p.3.2)

In sum, researchers are expected by the professional codes of ethics and policies that govern them to defend confidentiality to the fullest extent. Given these various exhortations, the CAUT legal opinion (Jones, 1999) helps to illustrate just what it means to defend confidentiality to the “fullest extent possible” by drawing our attention to the manner in which it was defended in M. v. Ryan (1997).

The Supreme Court’s reasoning in M. v. Ryan confirms that maintaining confidentiality to the “extent possible within law” involves resisting court-ordered disclosure all the way to the Supreme Court of Canada if necessary. The case involved a 17-year old girl (M.), who was indecently assaulted by her psychiatrist (Dr. Ryan). After the assault, the victim went to a second psychiatrist (Dr. Kathleen Parfitt) for treatment. Dr. Parfitt explicitly discussed the possibility that a court might, at some point, order disclosure of her therapy records. The girl explicitly stated that confidentiality was important to her, and hence that she did not want the records revealed at any point to anyone, especially a court. Dr. Parfitt stated that she would do "everything possible" to ensure no information was disclosed. The girl subsequently sued Dr. Ryan for damages. Dr. Parfitt's records (but not her personal notes) were subpoenaed, and the trial court did indeed order disclosure. In this case the principle at issue involved whether the defendant’s right to secure records potentially relevant to testing the plaintiff’s case against him outweighed the plaintiff’s expectation that communications with her psychiatrist would be kept in confidence.

Protecting confidential information "to the extent possible within the law" means doing exactly what the patient and Dr. Parfitt were prepared to do. By challenging court-ordered disclosure all the way to the Supreme Court, their actions offered the best evidence that their communications originated in a confidence that it would not be disclosed. Indeed, it was not until the case reached the Supreme Court, despite negative and mixed decisions in the Provincial trial and appeal courts,


The report recommended that the university (a) apologize to Ogden; (b) reimburse his legal fees; and (c) affirm its willingness to provide legal support for any graduate student researcher who might have their academic freedom challenged by a court. By November, 1998, the university had accepted and implemented all three recommendations, apparently signalling a significant change in university policy.
that Dr. Parfitt and M. could say they had done "everything possible" to protect confidentiality “to the extent possible within the law.” As an institution whose policies require us to maintain "the highest ethical standards" (see SFU Policy R60.01, Ethics in Research and Misconduct in Research), the defence of research confidentiality requires no less. By overturning the Ogden decision and pledging to support researchers in court, Simon Fraser University appears to have fully accepted this principle.

4) Anticipating Elements of a Wigmore Defence

Having decided that research confidentiality can and should be defended, one must then consider how best to do it. In this regard, we follow Michael Traynor’s advice (1996):

The best defence against an excessive subpoena requires that the researcher be alert to the possibility of a subpoena from the earliest planning of the research, and that he remain alert throughout the process. Taking early precautions and maintaining awareness allows the researcher to take advantage of existing protections, and enables him to quickly mobilize his defence should he be served with a subpoena.24

In developing this defence strategy, several principles need to be kept in mind from the beginning of one’s research.

4.i) An Unequivocal "Expectation of Confidentiality" is Essential

If one is going to argue a claim of privilege, then, as Paul Jones notes, "an expectation of confidentiality is absolutely critical to establish privilege" (p.3). This is precisely the point we asserted in our earlier writings25 on the Supreme Court’s decision in R. v. Gruenke (1991), Mary Marshall’s (1992) legal analysis of the implications of that decision for claiming privilege, and the US literature on court-ordered disclosure (see, for example, US v. Atlantic Sugar, 1980). And this is precisely why we could not use the SFU Ethics Committee’s limited confidentiality consent statement.

Jones’s opinion points out that, "Gruenke is not the last word from the [Supreme] Court on the issue" (p.3). The Supreme Court’s decisions in R. v. O’Connor (1995), A.(L.L.) v. B.(A.) (1995), and M. v. Ryan (1997) add important information for our understanding of what the Supreme Court of Canada takes to be evidence that there is a clear “expectation of confidentiality” among parties in a given relation.

The feature of R. v. Gruenke that most attracted our attention was the Supreme Court’s interpretation of the Wigmore requirement that for a communication to be privileged it must arise in the confidence that it will not be disclosed. In Gruenke the claim of privilege concerned communications between a pastor, a counsellor and the accused in a murder trial. Because it was not clear that these communications originated in a confidence that they would not be disclosed, the Supreme Court ruled that the communications were not privileged.

Reflecting on the Supreme Court’s ruling in this case, lawyer Mary Marshall (1991) advised:

24 Michael Traynor, "Countering the excessive subpoena for scholarly research," Law and Contemporary Problems, 1996, 59(3), 119-148. The quote is from p.120.
25 See a collection of writings on that point at http://www.sfu.ca/~palys/Chaptr06.htm.
The conclusion to be drawn from the Supreme Court of Canada decision is that, if you are speaking with a priest or doctor and you want your statements to remain confidential even in the event of court proceedings, you should begin your discussion with the statement "This must remain absolutely confidential."

Following this reasoning, we concluded that the SFU limited confidentiality statement warning that, "it is possible that … the researcher may be required to divulge information obtained in this research to a court or other legal body” effectively kills the possibility of a successful Wigmore defence. Consequently, we could not use this statement because it undermines our ability to protect confidential information to the “full extent permitted by law.” Unmodified, the warning is unethical because it potentially exposes research participants to harm.

To resolve this dilemma, we suggested that warnings about the risk of court-ordered disclosure be accompanied by assurances that everything possible would be done to prevent disclosure. In order to comply with its own policies, we suggested this would entail the University assisting researchers to resist court-ordered disclosure all the way to the Supreme of Canada if necessary. And in order to maintain the undertaking of “strict confidentiality” the URERC requires researchers to sign before approving their ethics applications, this would mean maintaining confidentiality in the face of a charge of contempt of court.

As Jones observes, M. v. Ryan introduces new nuance to the law regarding privilege. The BC trial court behaved as we predicted on the basis of Gruenke alone, deciding against M. and Dr. Parfitt on the grounds that their discussions about the possibility of a court order to disclose implied recognition of a limit to confidentiality, and hence could not be considered completely "confidential." However, the BC Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court provided additional criteria for "a clear expectation of confidentiality." Writing for the majority at the Supreme Court, McLachlin J. stated:

"The first requirement for privilege is that the communications at issue have originated in a confidence that they will not be disclosed. The Master [at trial] held that this condition was not met because both the appellant and Dr. Parfitt had concerns that notwithstanding their desire for confidentiality, the records might someday be ordered disclosed in the course of litigation. With respect, I do not agree. The communications were made in confidence. The appellant stipulated that they should remain confidential and Dr. Parfitt agreed that she would do everything possible to keep them confidential. The possibility that a court might order them disclosed at some future date over their objections does not change the fact that the communications were made in confidence. With the possible exceptions of communications falling in the traditional categories, there can never be an absolute guarantee of confidentiality; there is always a possibility that a court might order disclosure. Even for documents within the traditional categories, inadvertent disclosure is always a possibility. If the apprehended possibility of disclosure negated privilege, privilege seldom if ever would be found" (emphases added).

We suggest the italicised phrases — “do everything possible to keep them confidential” and “over their objections” — describe the acid test of an “expectation of confidentiality” under the extant case law cited by Jones (1999). If the parties in the relation do not vigorously resist court-ordered disclosure, their actions de facto show that the expectation of confidentiality was missing. One must walk one’s talk.

---

27 For an example of what we have always understood “strict confidentiality” to mean, see the Statistics Canada guarantee of confidentiality (described in section 5.v, below).
In addition to being an example of what it means to do “everything possible” to maintain confidentiality, *Ryan* implies that doing anything less than attempting to maintain confidentiality to the “extent possible within the law” may have other consequences too. For example, anything less than vigorous resistance to court ordered disclosure would likely undermine our ability to meet criteria 2 and 3 of the Wigmore test, which require that confidentiality be integral to the researcher-participant relation and that the community sees the relation as one that should be sedulously fostered. Acquiescing to a court order without a fight suggests that confidentiality is neither, thereby further undermining any prospective claim of privilege.

### 4.i.a) Consent Statement Wording

With respect to the design of research, the unequivocal "expectation of confidentiality" must be built into one's consent statement. Jones (1999) advises that a researcher must affirm that:

1) The foundation of the researcher/participant relationship is confidentiality; and

2) The researcher and the university will do everything possible to preserve this confidentiality. (p.8)

Given the demonstrated importance of these two elements in *Ryan*, we can now consider whether the URERC's limited confidentiality consent statement meets these criteria.

### 4.i.b) The Mention of Disclosure Does Not, In and of Itself, Undermine the Expectation of Confidentiality

Jones's (1999) analysis of *Ryan* suggests that a warning about court-ordered disclosure *per se* does not necessarily constitute a *waiver of privilege*. The Supreme Court upheld the BC Court of Appeal court ruling that although Dr. Parfitt and the victim-complainant had explicitly considered the possibility of court-ordered disclosure, their communications nevertheless originated in a confidence that they would not be disclosed. The victim-complainant explicitly stated she did not want her communications with Dr. Parfitt disclosed to a court or anyone else and, at one point, Dr. Parfitt stopped taking her usual notes. If there were no notes, a court could not seize them. There was thus clear evidence that both Dr. Parfitt and M understood the importance of confidentiality to their communications — regardless of the apprehended threat of court-ordered disclosure — and acted in a manner that would maximize that confidentiality.

The most important lesson to be learned from this case is that the *actions* of M and Dr. Parfitt were consistent with their *expectations and claims*. Although they entertained the possibility of court-ordered disclosure, this did not represent a conscious waiver of privilege. Indeed, as Supreme Court Justice McLachlin put it, “Far from waiving privilege, the appellant has asserted it throughout the proceedings” (*M. (A.) v. Ryan*, p.6).

### 4.i.c) The URERC’s Actions Mean that the Limited Confidentiality Consent Statement Falls Short of the Legal Requirements Outlined by Jones

The SFU Ethics Committee has argued that subjects in studies of self-reported law violations must be forewarned of the possibility of court-ordered disclosure, even though, as far as we
know, no Canadian law court has ever ordered such a disclosure. As we stated in the introduction to this submission, we cannot use this statement fearing that a court could construe it as a waiver of privilege. With the benefit of a properly researched legal opinion now at our disposal, let us look again at the URERC’s limited confidentiality consent statement:

Any information that is obtained during this study will be kept confidential to the full extent permitted by law. ...However, it is possible that, as a result of legal action, the researcher may be required [sic] to divulge information obtained in the course of this research to a court or other legal body.

Does this statement unambiguously affirm that the researcher and university will go the distance to protect confidentiality? No it does not. From the perspective of providing sufficient information for informed consent and for satisfying the first criterion of the Wigmore test, there are at least three problems caused by the ambiguity of this statement:

a) Stating that one will protect confidentiality "to the full extent permitted by law" is ethically and legally acceptable only if "the full extent permitted by law" includes common law as well as statute, and challenging court ordered disclosure all the way to the Supreme Court of Canada, if necessary. However, the actions of the university when Ogden was subpoenaed, and the denials by URERC members that there is any way to legally defend confidentiality (for examples, see Section 2 above) indicate that, in their eyes, the receipt of a subpoena is effectively the limit of the law. Construed this way, a court might rule that the consent statement represents only a qualified assurance of confidentiality, and consequently that it does not pass the first criterion of the Wigmore test.

b) The statement does not clarify who will “require” the researcher to divulge the information — it could be the university as well as a court. Indeed, the phrase "may be required to divulge information … to a court" gives our research subjects the impression that the University expects the researcher will violate confidentiality if ordered by a court to do so. Our subsequent experience with the appeal of the URERC’s negative decision on two of our ethics applications reveals that this is precisely the University’s expectation. But is this posture a matter of research ethics, or is the ethics application procedure being used by the University to achieve some other end?

Research ethics policies are supposed to protect research subjects from harm and safeguard their rights. However, the URERC’s minutes reveal that limited confidentiality was designed in part to “protect the University.”

The experience of limited confidentiality in other jurisdictions reveals a similar logic. Talking about research practices in the USA, Traynor (1996) suggests that limited confidentiality consent statements do a better job of protecting universities and researchers from liability than they do of protecting research participants from harm:

Researchers frequently qualify their assurances by adding a proviso that confidential data will not be disclosed except as required by law. Such a proviso may alert the source to the possibility of compelled disclosure and may strengthen the researchers' defense against a claim of liability premised in contract, promissory estoppel, or tort in the event of such a disclosure. On the other hand, such a proviso could lead the party subpoenaing the data to contend that the possibility of compelled production was anticipated and that

---

28 See our History of Limited Confidentiality at SFU section 3.iv.
enforcement of a subpoena, therefore, is not inconsistent with the qualified assurance given.

This is exactly what happened in *Atlantic Sugar, Ltd. v. The United States of America*, described by Traynor (1996).29 In 1980 the US Customs Court entered an order granting the plaintiffs, Atlantic Sugar Ltd., access to confidential documents from the administrative records of an antidumping proceeding filed in court by the International Trade Commission. One of the records in question was Amstar Corporation’s response to an International Trade Commission survey questionnaire. Asserting its right as an intervenor, Amstar sought a limitation on disclosure until all persons whose confidential information was contained in the questionnaire had been given notice of the proceedings and a chance to comment. The court’s response in this case confirmed our fear that the SFU limited confidentiality consent statement could be read as a waiver of privilege:

> When various persons responded to the questionnaires (from which the information subject to disclosure was evidently extracted) they were informed that the information would not be disclosed “except as required by law.” The requirement of disclosure for judicial review is such a requirement, even though it may not have been exactly foreseen at that time (United States Customs Court).30

This is an example of precisely why we could not use the SFU limited confidentiality consent statement — it is unethical because it exposes research participants to harm, and thus violates SFU’s Research Ethics Policy.

c) The limited confidentiality consent statement implies that researchers will always obey a court order when, in fact, they have an ethical option not to (see Appendix B for the American Sociological Association’s position in this regard). The Tri-Council *Policy Statement* recognises that:

> … legal and ethical approaches to issues may lead to different conclusions. The law tends to compel obedience to behavioral norms. Ethics aim to promote high standards of behavior through an awareness of values, which may develop with practice and which may have to accommodate choice and liability to err. (p. i.8)

The SFU limited confidentiality consent statement does not provide the information necessary for informed consent because it gives no inkling that a researcher has the right to choose to disobey a court order on ethical grounds. The limited confidentiality consent statement is overly constraining because it implies a doctrine that absolutely subjugates research ethics to law. This doctrine infringes academic freedom, a fundamental principle of the university which is guaranteed by SFU Policy A30.01 and the SFU *Framework Agreement*.

---


30 We thank Michael Traynor for sending us a copy of the judgement from this case.
4.ii) A Legal Defence of Confidentiality Requires that the Researcher Not Waive Privilege, or Cause the Research Subject to Waive Privilege, by Action or Inaction

The concept of a *waiver of privilege* appears often in the Supreme Court’s decision-making regarding privilege, particularly in the *Ryan* case (see also *A.(L.L.) v. B.(A.)* (1995)). Recall that M’s and Parfitt’s claims for privilege were rejected at trial because of not having met the first Wigmore criterion. The BC Court of Appeal disagreed with this reasoning, and asserted that mere discussion about disclosure orders did not in itself inevitably undermine the expectation of confidentiality required to meet Wigmore criterion 1. The Appeal court nonetheless also rejected M’s claims of privilege, but did so on the grounds that she had waived privilege by failing to assert it right from the start. The Supreme Court disagreed with the BC Court of Appeal on that score, stating that:

> The appellant’s alleged failure to assert privilege in the records before the Master does not deprive her of the right to claim it. If the appellant had privilege in the documents, it could be lost only by waiver, and the appellant’s conduct does not support a finding of waiver.

(p.3)

If a researcher tells a subject that a court might "require" disclosure of information, can it be claimed that the communication is really “confidential?” We are concerned that researchers and/or the University can treat this statement as a waiver of privilege so that they don’t have to go the distance and defend research participants against the harm potentially created by court-ordered disclosure. Indeed, this is precisely why we protested the way the URERC, through one of its representatives, used the limited confidentiality statement to “cover” researchers and the University. Neither the URERC nor the VP Research responded to our memo protesting their actions in this case. We suggest their actions could not pass muster under the Tri-Council *Policy Statement*.\(^31\)

The *Policy Statement* is unequivocal that, “The consent of the participants shall not be conditional upon, or include any statement to the effect that, by consenting, subjects waive any legal rights” (p. 2.6). This suggests that the URERC’s approach and limited confidentiality consent statement is unethical in at least two respects:

1. because researchers can interpret it as a waiver of privilege, it effectively makes subjects waive their legal rights; and
2. contrary to the principle of informed consent, it secures this waiver of privilege without explicitly informing subjects that is what they might be doing by accepting the URERC’s statement.

The Supreme Court’s reasoning in *Ryan* does not mitigate the problems we identified with the SFU limited confidentiality consent statement. To begin with, it does not explain what the limit of the law is. It says that a court might "require" disclosure of research records. But it does *not* assert that the researcher and the university will “do everything possible to keep them confidential,” hence our concern that a court, the university and/or a researcher could claim that the statement constitutes a waiver of privilege. If the researcher and the University were to treat the limited confidentiality statement as a waiver, then no doubt a court would, too. The chances are that the

\(^31\) See Lowman and Palys *History of Limited Confidentiality at SFU*, Appendix B for a description of this case.
subject would not even know that the case was in court, and even if they did, they probably would
not show up to assert privilege, as they would reveal their identity in the process.

4.ii.a) The Consent Statement must be Unambiguous

Our refusal to use the SFU limited confidentiality consent statement without a proviso about the
university's and our ethical responsibility to resist court ordered disclosure is consistent with the
reasoning in Ryan.

One of the main implications of Ryan is that an undertaking of confidentiality must not only be
said to have occurred, but also must be seen to have occurred. If we do not begin with an
understanding of privilege, and do not assert it in court, we effectively waive claim to it.
Assuming that the University and the researcher were to assert privilege all the way to the
Supreme Court if necessary, just as the patient “M” did, the Court would presumably conclude
that they had, indeed, done everything possible to maintain confidentiality.

But consider what would have happened had a Simon Fraser University researcher ended up in
the same British Columbia court that heard M’s case using the SFU limited confidentiality
statement and its caveat emptor approach to research ethics. It is no small irony that M was
engaged in her court battle at precisely the same time that the URERC was forcing SFU
researchers to use its limited confidentiality consent statement. Had an SFU researcher ended up
in that same court using the limited confidentiality consent statement, it appears that the court
would have ordered them to disclose the information on the grounds that court-ordered disclosure
was anticipated.

Under the caveat emptor philosophy of research ethics, the statement that research material "will
be kept confidential to the full extent permitted by law" apparently did not include asserting
privilege all the way to the Supreme Court if necessary. In fact, it did not include asserting
privilege at all. At this point, had the researcher followed the URERC’s philosophy, exemplified
by Dr. Ogloff’s statement that there is no way to protect confidentiality in court, the confidential
information would have been divulged.

Because the University and the URERC restricted their definition of “law” to statute, the limited
confidentiality statement effectively is a waiver of privilege, and the essence of SFU’s caveat
emptor approach to research ethics. “Informed consent” became a mechanism for limiting the
University’s liability and was based on the University’s decision that it would go only so far to
protect privilege, and apparently that was nowhere at all. Of course, this position, as exemplified
by its treatment of Russel Ogden, abrogated the University’s responsibility to defend academic
freedom and uphold the highest ethical standards (cf. Blomley and Davis, 1998).

However, if one recognizes that the law includes common law as well as statutes, then the
URERC’s promise to maintain confidentiality “to the full extent permitted by law” might take on
a different meaning according to the Supreme Court’s reasoning in Ryan. We can only speculate
what would have happened if Dr. Parfitt had told her patient that she would “maintain
confidentiality to the full extent permitted by law” as opposed to doing “everything possible” to
maintain confidentiality. Because “M” asserted privilege all the way to the Supreme Court, her
conduct likely would not have supported a finding of waiver, in which case the Court might well
have concluded that the mention of the possibility of court ordered disclosure did not constitute a
waiver. But without a corresponding effort to actively assert privilege in court, obviously any
claim to privilege is doomed.
Perhaps SFU researchers should emulate Dr. Parfitt’s pledge to "do everything possible" to maintain confidentiality. Indeed, a consent based on this wording would have several advantages over the SFU limited confidentiality consent statement, including the following:

(a) It has met the criterion established by the Supreme Court;
(b) Unlike the limited confidentiality consent statement, it cannot be confused as a waiver of privilege; and
(c) It commits both the university and the researcher to defend confidentiality at least until there are no more courts of appeal to turn to.

With regard to (c), the notion of doing “everything possible” to maintain confidentiality includes a principled refusal by a researcher to obey even a Supreme Court order to disclose confidential research information. In other words, it recognizes that, "ethics and law may lead to different conclusions" (Tri-Council Policy Statement, p. i.8) and that as a matter of principle researchers should follow ethical rather than legal dictates.

4.ii.b) The Cultural Setting of Research: An Undertaking of Confidence must be Shared

The SFU Research Ethics Policy says that one of the purposes of ethics review is to consider the “cultural values and sense of propriety of the persons who are asked to participate in and/or be the subjects of research.” In our first brief to President Blaney (November 17, 1997) regarding problems with the limited confidentiality consent statement, we suggested that it compromised criminological research because of the specific cultural value that prison guards, police officers and career criminals attach to “ratting” (informing on each other).

Notwithstanding what an informed consent statement might communicate from our point of view, an "expectation of confidentiality" is also defined by what research subjects believe a statement says. The primary reasons that courts order the disclosure of confidential information are for the correct disposal of litigation or a defendant’s right to a fair trial. However, when our subjects hear the limited confidentiality consent statement, they are concerned about a different eventuality: that pressure will be put on us to divulge their names so that they can be prosecuted. The URERC’s consent statement is like a large red flashing light above a sign saying, “don’t participate in this research.”

Because of their lifestyle and cultural values, our research subjects believe the URERC’s statement is not a guarantee of confidentiality of any kind, and they react accordingly (“Why would I talk to you when I know you’ll rat on me?”). Since researcher-participant privilege is partly the subject’s privilege, and because the participant’s understanding of a communication is relevant to the Court’s determination as to whether it originated in confidence, we must take our subject’s definition of the situation into account, as must the URERC, in designing a consent statement. Indeed, the Tri-Council Policy Statement requires researchers and universities to incorporate research participants into its ethics decision-making process.

32 This is evident in two main ways. First, the Policy Statement spends considerable time articulating a "subject-oriented perspective." Second, research participant input into ethics decision-making is structurally institutionalized by the requirement that at least one member of the non-university community be given membership on the Institutional Ethics Committee.
We suggest that, because of the specific sub-cultural values of offenders, prison guards and police, the drafting of ethics policies should be careful to follow the Tri-Council’s directive to “accommodate the needs of specialized research disciplines” (Policy Statement, p. i.2) such as criminology.

**4.iii) Consider Other Charter Values that Potentially Conflict with the Subject's Right to Privacy**

Another consideration raised by *R. v. O’Connor* (1995)³³ and *A.(L.L.) v. B.(A.)* (1995)³⁴ is that the adjudication of privilege is intertwined with a consideration of the *Charter* rights of persons involved in a particular court proceeding. As Justices La Forest, L’Heureux-Dubé and Gonthier of the Supreme Court explained, “Although the justification for privilege has traditionally been utilitarian, a view based on fundamental values, such as privacy, has recently begun to emerge” (*A.(L.L.) v. B.(A.),* p.4).

The non-utilitarian view of privilege is founded on abstract premises, and particularly on the view that privilege is vital to the protection of fundamental individual values. Confidentiality is thereby viewed as a privacy interest that in and of itself may justify attenuation of the truth-seeking process.

Whereas the utilitarian rationale views the goal of the counsellor-patient privilege as promoting beneficial future relations, the privacy justification perceives the main purpose of privilege as shielding the patient from the harm that disclosure may cause. According to the privacy justification, some human relationships are fundamental to human dignity and should be free from state interference. (Yoo, 1995³⁵)

In the case of therapist-client privilege discussed in *O’Connor, A.(L.L.) v. B.(A.),* and *Ryan* privacy rights of a victim of sexual assault were pitted against the rights of an accused to receive a fair trial in which all relevant evidence is considered. There is clear division among the Supreme Court Justices on what should be given priority in this particular circumstance. Their lengthy debates with each other make fascinating reading for the many considerations involved. One area of consensus is that the *Charter* does not prioritize one right over any of the others (see *Dagenais v. Canadian Broadcasting Corp.* [1994] 3 S.C.R. 835). Any balancing of considerations must be done in the context of the facts of each case and the specific rights that are at odds.

How *Charter* considerations might play themselves out in the context of the researcher-participant relationship is a matter worth considering. Ironically, the situation in our research on prostitution, where research subjects may tell us about undetected criminal behaviour — which is why the URERC originally insisted that we use its limited confidentiality consent statement — may be protected by *Charter* considerations. As the various cases dealing with sexual assault make clear, sexual behaviour is a matter of privacy. Prostitution is a legal sexual activity. However, it is highly stigmatized. Does a prostitute have a right to disclose information to a researcher about prostitution, prostitution law, and so forth, with an expectation of privacy?

---

It is well known that researchers usually try to avoid learning the identities of their research participants, and when they do learn the identities of some of their subjects, as we are likely to in our proposed research on off-street prostitution, they remove all identifiers from their research records. This would be our standard practice in the case of interview transcripts and field notes.

Although we have asked, the URERC still has not provided a justification for its formulaic decision to force only those researchers who collect self-report information about law-breaking activity to use the limited confidentiality consent statement. When we examine cases in the US, it turns out that researchers engaged in this type of research are no more likely than others to be subpoenaed. The URERC’s discriminatory treatment of certain types of research has changed the shape of research in the School of Criminology, especially among graduate students who are working against the clock in their degree programs, because the limited confidentiality consent statement makes certain kinds of survey and field research impossible.

4.iv) What is the Probative Value of Research Records?

Added to all this is the dubious value of research information for a court. In the dissenting opinion in *R. v. O'Connor*, Justices La Forest, L’Heureux-Dubé, and Gonthier offered the following observations regarding therapists’ records:

[I]t must not be presumed that the mere fact that a witness received treatment or counselling after a sexual assault indicates that the records will contain information that is relevant to the defense. The focus of therapy is vastly different from that of an investigation or other process undertaken for the purposes of the trial. While investigations and witness testimony are oriented toward ascertaining historical truth, therapy generally focuses on exploring the complainant's emotional and psychological responses to certain events, after the alleged assault has taken place. (p. 8)

We suggest much the same is true of researchers' records, *mutatis mutandis*, for reasons similar to those outlined in the dissenting opinion. There needs to be more discussion about the probative value of research records, and a legal opinion in this regard may be helpful for the deliberations of the SFU Research Ethics Policy Revision Task Force.

4.v) Be Aware of Legal Limits to Confidentiality

In *Informed Consent, Confidentiality and the Law* (Palys and Lowman, 1999), we differentiated among three different situations where ethical and legal conclusions might conflict. These include (1) the possibility of being ordered by a court to supply the identity of our research subjects; (2) being exposed in one's research to situations in which mandatory reporting laws are triggered; and (3) situations involving what we called "heinous discovery."

4.v.a) A Court Order to Disclose

With respect to the prospect of court-ordered disclosure of the identity of a research subject we would be put in the extremely unusual situation where the law is effectively made up after the fact. Researchers have to make choices ahead of time in an occupation in which one’s role is to

go where no one has gone before and, in field research, to carve out relationships in good faith in
the interest of understanding more about the worlds of other people. The balancing act each
researcher must consider at the outset is one that the Supreme Court gets to consider after the fact.
We have no choice but to determine ahead of time what commitments to make. As the Chair of
the American Sociological Association (ASA) Committee on Professional Ethics (COPE)
recently clarified,

[T]here are no legal guarantees regarding academic privilege similar to what some other
professional groups have (e.g., lawyers, doctors, priests...). However, this is a separate
issue from the willingness of an academic to promise unlimited confidentiality of
information gathered from research subjects. If the academic researcher is willing to
make this promise, regardless of any legal pressure that may be brought to bear (e.g.,
when the courts hold someone in contempt if they are unwilling to reveal such
information), then the academic must be willing to accept the consequences (e.g., go to
jail...). ... Hence, if an academic is willing to back up his/her promise, then the promise
of unlimited confidentiality can be made.37

We know that it will be impossible to conduct meaningful research in field settings with people
involved in prostitution if they think we will simply hand over their identities to a court. Ethics
codes prohibit us from engaging in covert activities for police purposes (see e.g. Tri-Council
Policy Statement p. 1.12) or acting as informants for authorities (Policy Statement p. 2.4). It
would be unethical to engage in research and then turn it over to the authorities so that our
subjects could be prosecuted. As to other reasons that a court might order the disclosure of the
identities of our research participants, for reasons that we have explained elsewhere,38 we do not
see why research on law breaking behaviour should have been singled out by the URERC, when
the US experience shows that those engaged in criminological research are no more likely than
any other researchers to have their pact of confidentiality challenged.39

4.v.b) Mandatory Reporting Situations

Mandatory reporting laws are a second situation that warrants consideration. As the case law
introduced by Jones (1999) does not deal with mandatory reporting, and because we consider
these laws elsewhere,40 we will not discuss them here.

4.v.c) Heinous Discovery

The third situation — heinous discovery — happens to have been the subject of a case decided
recently by the Supreme Court, in Smith v. Jones,41 which involves the legal limits to solicitor-

37 Joyce Iutcovich, "Response to Ethics Query," e-mailed memorandum to Dr. Ellen Gee, Chair of the SFU
Research Ethics Policy Review Task Force, 23 Feb 1999. The e-mail concerned a query we had made of
COPE, and their response to it. See the entire interchange in Appendix B.
39 This raises two possibilities. The first is that the university may value the academic freedom of
criminological researchers less than it does those of other disciplinary affiliations. This would contravene
the SFU Framework Agreement and SFU Policy A30.01, both of which guarantee academic freedom for all
university researchers. The second possibility is that the university is less concerned with the rights of
offenders than it is with other research populations. This would contravene the SFU ethics policy (R20.01),
which suggests that the rights and interests of all participants to confidentiality must be protected, and the
Tri-Council Policy Statement, which states that the dignity and worth of all persons must be respected.
41 Smith v. Jones [1999] Supreme Court of Canada; File No. 26500
client privilege. The case began when a Vancouver lawyer met with his client, who was charged with a sexual assault. The lawyer referred the client (Jones) to a psychiatrist (Smith) for assessment. Solicitor-client privilege is a class privilege developed through the common law. It now enjoys implicit Charter protection. In this case, solicitor-client privilege extended to the psychiatrist-client interaction, since it was part of the preparation of a legal defence, and hence part of the accused's right to a fair trial. Once in the presence of the psychiatrist, the accused referred to the offence for which he had been charged as a "trial run" to see whether he had it in him to kidnap, sexually torture, and then kill a prostitute. Jones also revealed that he had made concrete and extensive preparations to serially murder street prostitutes working in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside.

The psychiatrist believed that the accused was dangerous and would in all likelihood carry out his plan, and informed the lawyer that he wanted the judge to know this assessment at the sentencing hearing, since the accused had agreed to plead guilty. The lawyer did not reveal the information to the court, presumably believing it to be to the disadvantage of his client. The psychiatrist began litigation against the accused and his lawyer to obtain the court's permission to reveal to the sentencing judge the information he had gathered in confidence under the protection of solicitor-client privilege.

The case was heard at trial and on appeal in secret, with publication bans surrounding the case until the release of the decision by the Supreme Court. The names Smith and Jones are pseudonyms. Southam, Inc. acted as an intervenor at the Supreme Court, arguing the publication ban surrounding the whole affair should be lifted.

The decision of the Supreme Court in this instance is relevant because the Court’s claim that solicitor-client privilege is the, "...highest privilege recognized by the courts. By necessary implication, if a public safety exception applies to solicitor-client privilege, it applies to all classifications of privileges and duties of confidentiality" (p.15).

We do not understand the Supreme Court’s statement that solicitor-client privilege is the “highest” recognized by the courts. In fact, Section 18 of the Statistics Act would appear to give Statistics Canada researchers and research subjects significantly greater protection than solicitors and their clients (see Section 5.v below). Nevertheless, Smith v. Jones is a very important case for understanding judicial limitations on privilege.

In Smith v. Jones, the Supreme Court agreed unanimously that, in this circumstance, public safety considerations outweighed solicitor-client privilege. The 6-3 vote of the court reflected a disagreement among the Justices only as to the conditions that should attach to the disclosure. Given the importance of this case, we quote the reasoning at some length. Writing for the majority, Cory J. stated:

Three factors should be taken into consideration in determining whether public safety outweighs solicitor-client privilege: (1) Is there a clear risk to an identifiable person or group of persons? (2) Is there a risk of serious bodily harm or death? (3) Is the danger imminent? These factors must be defined in the context of each situation and different weights will be given to each, and to the various aspects of each, in any particular case.

- Under the “clarity” factor, it is important, as a general rule, that a group or person must always be ascertainable. In some situations, great significance might be given

Can anyone explain to us why a disproportionate number of these cases seem to emerge from British Columbia?
to the clear identification of a particular individual or group of intended victims, even if the group of intended victims is large. At the same time, a general threat of death or violence directed to everyone in a city or community, or anyone with whom the person may come into contact, may be too vague to warrant setting aside the privilege. However, if the threatened harm to the members of the public was particularly compelling, extremely serious and imminent, it might well be appropriate to lift the privilege. All the surrounding circumstances will have to be taken into consideration in every case.

- The “seriousness” factor requires that the threat be such that the intended victim is in danger of being killed or of suffering serious bodily harm.

- With respect to the “imminence” factor, the nature of the threat must be such that it creates a sense of urgency. This sense of urgency may be applicable to some time in the future. Depending on the seriousness and clarity of the threat, it will not always be necessary to impose a particular time limit on the risk. It is sufficient if there is a clear and imminent threat of serious bodily harm to an identifiable group, and if this threat is made in such a manner that a sense of urgency is created. If after considering all appropriate factors it is determined that the threat to public safety outweighs the need to preserve solicitor-client privilege, then the privilege must be set aside. When it is, the disclosure should be limited so that it includes only the information necessary to protect public safety.43

In this case, the solicitor-client privilege must be set aside for the protection of members of the public. A reasonable observer, given all the facts for which solicitor-client privilege is sought, would consider the potential danger posed by the accused to be clear, serious, and imminent. According to the psychiatrist’s affidavit, the accused suffered from a paraphilic disorder with multiple paraphilias -- in particular sexual sadism -- and drug abuse difficulty. In his interview, the accused clearly identified the potential group of victims -- prostitutes in a specific area -- and described, in considerable detail, his plan and the method for effecting the attack. The evidence of planning and the prior attack on a prostitute similar to that which was planned emphasize the potential risk of serious bodily harm or death to prostitutes in that area. The combination of all these elements meets the factor of clarity, and the potential harm -- a sexually sadistic murder -- clearly meets the factor of seriousness. Lastly, although no evidence was adduced as to whether the psychiatrist considered that a future attack was imminent, two important elements indicate that the threat of serious bodily harm was imminent. First, the accused breached his bail conditions by continuing to visit the specific area where he knew prostitutes could be found. Second, after his arrest and while awaiting sentencing, he would have been acutely aware of the consequences of his actions. (pp.2-3)

All the Justices agreed that the clear, serious and immediate danger to the women warranted a violation of solicitor-client privilege, but they disagreed how far and in what form the information should be distributed. The majority decided that the file containing the psychiatrist’s report should be unsealed, that portions "which do not fall within the public safety exception" should remain privileged, and that a ban on the publication of any other parts of it should be lifted. The three dissenting Justices viewed this as too broad a distribution, reminding the court that:

The immediate concern for public safety is to ensure that the accused not harm anyone. This can be accomplished by permitting the psychiatrist to warn the relevant authorities that the accused poses a threat to prostitutes in a specific area. However, he should only disclose his opinion and the fact that it is based on a consultation with the accused.

43 The quote here is produced verbatim and in unbroken sequence, although we have emboldened the names of the three factors, and separated the three explanations, to enhance readability.
Specifically, he should not disclose any communication from the accused relating to the circumstances of the offence, nor should he be permitted to reveal any of the personal information which the trial judge excluded from his original order for disclosure. (p.4)

Writing for the minority, Major. J. further explained that the extent of distribution should be more constrained in order to minimize the long-term impact that widespread knowledge of this disclosure might have on the likelihood of future offenders revealing such information, thereby endangering other lives:

The chilling effect of completely breaching the privilege would have the undesired effect of discouraging those individuals in need of treatment for serious and dangerous conditions from consulting professional help. In this case the interests of the appellant and more importantly the interests of society would be better served by his obtaining treatment. This Court has recognized that mental health including those suffering from potentially dangerous illnesses, is an important public good: see M. (A.) v. Ryan, [1997] 1 S.C.R. 157, at para. 27.

Although the appellant did not go to Dr. Smith to seek treatment, it is obvious that he is more likely to get treatment when his condition is diagnosed than someone who keeps the secret of their illness to themselves. It seems apparent that society will suffer by imposing a disincentive for patients and criminally accused persons to speak frankly with counsel and medical experts retained on their behalf.

As appealing as it may be to ensure that Mr. Jones does not slip back into the community without treatment for his condition, completely lifting the privilege and allowing his confidential communications to his legal advisor to be used against him in the most detrimental ways will not promote public safety, only silence. For this doubtful gain, the Court will have imposed a veil of secrecy between criminal accused and their counsel which the solicitor-client privilege was developed to prevent. Sanctioning a breach of privilege too hastily erodes the workings of the system of law in exchange for an illusory gain in public safety. (p.11)

Just a few days after the release of the Supreme Court decision, an article in the local paper featured the picture of "James Jones," who turned out to be "suspected sexual predator" Malcolm Bruce Leach. The article states Leach had "turned himself into police Thursday after the publicity surrounding his bail release resulted in him being evicted from his temporary home."44 The "temporary home" was Dunsmuir House, run by the Salvation Army.

We had considered the possibility of heinous discovery in our earlier writings, particularly in what it implied one might insert in one's informed consent statement to subjects. In Informed Consent, Confidentiality and the Law (see Section 3.2), we stated:

One of the main objections to unlimited confidentiality is that there are circumstances when a researcher should disclose information about serious prospective harm, or "heinous discovery" … For example, hearing "threats to someone's life" is a situation in which Dr. Horvath indicated he could imagine limiting confidentiality. But is this a reason to create an a priori limitation of confidentiality? For example, should a researcher limit confidentiality by saying, "I guarantee I will maintain confidentiality unless you tell me that you are going to kill someone, in which case I will feel ethically bound to inform the appropriate authorities"?

From the perspective of maintaining confidentiality using the Wigmore test, this statement would presumably satisfy criterion 1, because it specifies only a singular circumstance in which confidentiality would not be maintained. But consider the irony of limiting confidentiality \textit{a priori} this way: it would likely result in the death of the intended victim, because the informed consent statement is effectively an admonition that, "If you're going to kill someone tomorrow, don't tell me." Having limited confidentiality this way, it is unlikely that the researcher would discover the subject's intention to murder the third party. Ironically, then, the specific \textit{a priori} limitation of confidentiality to account for the reporting of serious prospective harm would produce its own apparently unethical resolution, the death of the victim.

Consequently, we believe there is a key difference between \textit{violating} a pledge of confidentiality and \textit{limiting} it from the outset. Limiting confidentiality \textit{a priori} does nothing to prevent the event, and creates the unethical situation of retaining one's ethical purity by donning blinkers that prevent one from seeing someone else's misfortune. Therefore, we cannot see how limiting confidentiality to avoid heinous discovery would be to anyone's \textit{ethical} benefit.

The decision in \textit{Smith v. Jones} is also interesting insofar as it also mentions a variety of situations in which public safety considerations do \textit{not} outweigh solicitor-client privilege. For example,

The “seriousness” factor requires that the threat be such that the intended victim is in danger of being killed or of suffering serious bodily harm. Many persons involved in criminal justice proceedings will have committed prior crimes or may be planning to commit crimes in the future. The disclosure of planned future crimes without an element of violence would be an insufficient reason to set aside solicitor-client privilege because of fears for public safety. For the public safety interest to be of sufficient importance to displace solicitor-client privilege, the threat must be to occasion serious bodily harm or death. (p.25)

The court also advised that, in instances where public safety considerations warranted violation of a pledge of confidentiality, there are many ways a professional could handle the situation, not all of which involve reporting an individual to criminal justice authorities. Writing for the majority, Cory J. notes:

It is not appropriate in these reasons to consider the precise steps an expert might take to prevent the harm to the public. It is sufficient to observe that it might be appropriate to notify the potential victim or the police or a Crown prosecutor, depending on the specific circumstances. (p.28)

We would expect researchers in this situation to ensure that confidentiality would be preserved to the greatest extent possible, as long as the safety of the intended target was assured. In this regard, we suggest the decision to violate a confidence because of heinous discovery can be done in a more ethical and sensitive manner than the spectacle \textit{Smith v. Jones} created, such that the confidence is minimally violated, i.e., only to the extent required to ensure the safety of the innocent third party. We also note that, if faced with this situation in our own research, the solution likely will have nothing to do with a court. The ethical dilemma would be ours to resolve at the time, on the basis of whatever course of action best maintained confidentiality, while ensuring also that an innocent third party is not killed.
4.vi) Consider How Your Claim to Privilege Might Have Compelling Policy Reasons and How It Relates to the Justice System Itself

In his legal opinion, Paul Jones (1999) explains "class" privilege as follows:

The common law recognizes privilege on a “class” and “case-by-case” basis. The most familiar example of a class privilege is the one extended to the solicitor-client relationship.

Communications within a relationship enjoying class privilege are presumed inadmissible as evidence in a legal process. In order for a class privilege to be recognized, compelling policy reasons must be demonstrated and the relationship at issue must be inextricably linked with the justice system (p. 1; italics added).

The importance of the duty to give evidence in furthering a court’s search for truth is beyond dispute. Canadian courts have been extremely cautious in restricting the power of an accused to call evidence in his or her defence, a reluctance founded in the fundamental tenet of our judicial system that an innocent person must not be convicted (R. v. Seaboyer, [1991] 2 S.C.R. 577 p. 611).

In certain rare circumstances, the identity of an informer has been disclosed, even though it may jeopardize the informer’s welfare. The informer’s common law class privilege has been set aside if the confidential material can demonstrate the innocence of an accused person, as has solicitor/client privilege in very rare circumstances.

However, to be weighed against the interest of the correct disposal of litigation and the defendant’s right to a fair trial is the compelling policy interest in maintaining conditions in which research subjects can provide information without fear of that information being used against them. Like the duty to maintain an undertaking of confidentiality, this duty to provide information to the courts is not absolute.

The common law principles underlying the recognition of privilege from disclosure are simply stated. They proceed from the fundamental proposition that everyone owes a general duty to give evidence relevant to the matter before the court, so that the truth may be ascertained. To this fundamental duty, the law permits certain exceptions, known as privileges, where it can be shown that they are required by a “public good transcending the normally predominant principle of utilizing all rational means for ascertaining truth” (M. v. Ryan, 1997, p.8)

While we recognise that the courts are reluctant to grant privilege on a case-by-case basis, and even more reluctant to grant it on a class basis, we think it is important to understand how the Canadian courts might conceptualize the policy issues and the public good when it comes to adjudicating claims to researcher/participant privilege.

Despite our drawing the URERC’s attention to the Supreme Court’s use of the Wigmore test to adjudicate ad hoc claims to privilege, the Committee has never bothered to engage in any kind of analysis of the rationale researchers might invoke to assert researcher/participant privilege. We believe that it was irresponsible to give up the fight before it even started.

46 See, for example, R. v. Dunbar and Logan (1982), 68 C.C.C. (2d) 13 (Ont. C.A.). More recently, see Smith v. Jones (1999), described above.
In our second submission to the Research Ethics Policy Revision Task Force we tried to lay the foundations for a defence of confidential research information using the Wigmore test. When it comes to the fourth criterion, the adjudication of privilege is a question of public policy. We agree with Judge Steinberg in Ogden v. SFU: the “principles of academic freedom and privilege … are fundamental to the operation of any accredited University.”

The Tri-Council considers the primary contribution of research subjects to be advancing the human condition (p. i.7). Given the voluntary nature of subject participation, and its long run collective benefit for all of us, we continue to believe that it would only be in the rarest of circumstances that a court would ever thwart the researcher-participant relationship, which is the bedrock from which that collectively beneficial knowledge arises.

There are many policy reasons to recognise researcher/participant privilege. Ironically, one is that the privileging of researcher/participant relations and protection against court-ordered disclosure is itself a desirable way to further the ends of the search for truth that lies at the heart of all court procedure. One of the main purposes of criminological research, for example, is to further our knowledge of crime and justice, and the discipline as a whole attempts to embrace a broad range of supportive and critical perspectives, thereby maintaining a disciplinary independence that is fundamental to maintaining credibility and integrity. Effectively transforming us into agents of the state, even if only on an ad hoc basis, is not only unethical according to the Tri-Council and most other disciplinary codes (e.g., CSAA, ASA, AAA, APSA), but also self-defeating in terms of the long-term interests of justice.

More and more, researchers are providing expert testimony in both criminal and civil courts. Both of us have provided expert testimony (Lowman on prostitution and Palys on pornography). In some cases the research that provides the basis of this testimony could not have been done if the research subjects thought that their identities would be divulged to a court. Lowman’s interviews with prostitutes, which formed the basis of his testimony in a civil suit, are a case in point. The quality of information we can bring before the courts in these roles is directly affected by the expectation, or not, of confidentiality. The rejection of privilege in these circumstances would involve the court willingly placing itself in an informational Dark Age, by severing the hand that helps maximize the authority and accuracy of its judgements.

At the time of writing, the BC Supreme Court is in the process of hearing what the Vancouver Sun describes as, “one of the most provocative and controversial legal cases in Canadian history.” The case (R. v. Sharpe), which may well find its way to the Supreme Court of Canada, will determine whether or not the law against possession of “child pornography” is unconstitutional. We found the case interesting because the appellant, Crown and intervenors are all presenting research findings to establish opposing positions about the effects of “child pornography” on the viewer. Depending on which study one reads child pornography either reduces child abuse, increases it, or is unrelated to it! According to the Sun report, the Crown’s factum argues that it is difficult to obtain evidence establishing that child porn leads to child abuse because, “The sexual abuse and exploitation of children is a clandestine activity and those engaged in it are loathe to volunteer as test subjects.” The Crown goes on to argue that it, “should not be necessary to wait until a causal link is definitely established by the social scientists before measures to protect children are taken.” Regardless of the merits of this as a legal argument, the empirical debate cannot be resolved without reliable and valid research on the self-motivated (as opposed to experimental) viewer of child pornography. Given the clandestine nature of child porn

viewing, it is difficult to imagine how one might conduct research on it without a guarantee of unlimited confidentiality.

We suspect that because research plays a key role in cases like this one, the Courts will have good reason to recognize the vital importance of privilege to the researcher/participant relationship and, in turn, to research on crime and justice, should a case end up in court. Because of its connection to the justice system itself, criminology and related disciplines may have one of the stronger cases to make for the recognition of researcher/participant privilege. This leaves us all the more concerned that the URERC has singled out criminological and related research for imposition of its limited confidentiality consent statement.

5. How Do Other Forms of Privilege Considered by the Supreme Court Compare to the Researcher-Participant Claim?

One of the main points we have made in our discussion of employing the Wigmore test to protect confidential research information is that the researcher/participant relationship is unique. Notwithstanding the many helpful cues that come from the Supreme Court cases cited by Jones (1999) we must avoid a wholesale transportation of the court’s reasoning into the research arena. We need to understand how the concepts used by the court would play themselves out in the research context. Given the differences among the researcher-participant relation and other claims to privilege — it shares some attributes, but is unique — we need more than an abstract analysis of tensions between research ethics and law. Consequently, in the ensuing discussion we try to imagine what kinds of situations might arise.

5.i) Other Claimants have Something Tangible to Gain from the Communication for which Privilege is Sought; Research Subjects have Little to Gain by Providing Information that We Request

Most claims to privilege involve an information provider who has something tangible to gain by divulging the information. Charges against the informer are dropped, the patient is counselled, the penitent absolved, etc. Further, it is typically the patient or client who approaches the doctor, therapist, or lawyer for a professional service, and the penitent who approaches the priest.

Research participants are different in both those respects. Our research subjects divulge information in confidence about their own criminal activity (prostitution offences) and sexual activity to a person who has asked them to divulge the information, with the full knowledge they are offering us “data” that will at some point be compiled, analyzed and published. The researcher usually initiates the interaction and, in our experience, the respondent divulges the information only on the condition that they are not named. Since the interaction would not have happened if we had not initiated it, a tremendous ethical burden is placed on us to ensure no adverse effects befall the participant because of our entry into their lives.
It is further noteworthy that research participants typically receive nothing direct or tangible for their participation, other than, perhaps, a hope that their voice will be heard. The primary motive for our research subjects is to provide information for the purpose of learning and understanding, often with an eye to enhancing the social good. To the extent that research often provides valuable information about and for society, there are compelling policy reasons to protect the integrity of the academic research enterprise.

Universities have a very special responsibility to protect the identity of the persons who, for primarily altruistic reasons provide information that could seriously harm them if their identities are revealed. In these circumstances, we are ethically bound to do everything possible to protect confidentiality in order to maintain the integrity of the researcher-participant relationship. SFU’s caveat emptor approach to research ethics undermines this objective.

5.ii) In Contrast to Supreme Court Cases Involving Claims of Privilege, Researchers are Typically Quite Willing to Share Records

When we examine the judicial discourse about privilege, it mostly relates to the production of documents relating to someone whose identity is already known. In one case (R. v. Gruenke), the claim to privilege concerned a conversation. In all the cases dealt with by the Supreme Court of Canada, the Court knows the identity of the person who is the subject of the records or conversation.

The preponderance of discussion about privilege has centred on psychiatric and counselling records, and whether there should be “full” or “partial” disclosure. Challenges to privilege involve the court’s or a defendant’s interest in records, and occasionally conversations, relating to known subjects.

For our research subjects, the issue is not whether our research documents will be ordered disclosed. The purpose of our collecting the information in the first place is to publish it. In criminological research, we are most concerned about a different situation — one in which the information is public and a third party wants to ascertain to whom the record pertains, in order to prosecute them. By saying our information is "public," we mean to say that, as academics, it is not our mission or desire to hide information. Quite the contrary, academic tradition has it that the information gained in research is for the benefit of all. The data we produce, subject to the researcher's claim to priority of publication, are most beneficial when others can scrutinize it, criticize our interpretations and conclusions, and/or engage in secondary analyses.

Of course, our records are usually anonymized. According to academic principles, the records are not of interest because they were produced by a specific person, but because they were produced by someone in a particular role, or with a particular life experience, or who falls into a particular demographic category. Once they are anonymized, anybody who wants them is usually quite welcome to have them. Indeed, we have published reports in which anonymized verbatim

49 Some receive token payments, but these are kept small enough that the reward itself is not perceived as being sufficient to explain the subject’s participation. Indeed, ethical concerns arise when subjects are offered inducements that go beyond token, as they may be seen as coercive or exploitative.

50 The Tri-Council Policy Statement notes that, “The quest to advance knowledge sometimes benefits research subjects. Subjects may benefit from improved treatment for illnesses; the discovery of information concerning one’s welfare, the identification of historical, written or cultural traditions; or the satisfaction of contributing to society through research” (p. i.4)
transcripts of complete interviews with police officers, Crown attorneys, prostitutes, pimps, and agency workers are right there in the Appendices for anyone to see. Granting agencies, such as SSHRC, usually require that databases become publicly available after a researcher has exhausted his/her priority of publication.

The timing and means of anonymization in our field research is dictated by the types of threats we can envision for our research participants, either because of what they say about their own lives, or because of what they tell us about others. For example, when interviewing a prostitute or a pimp, Lowman anonymizes the interview as it is taking place, e.g., by stopping and rewinding the tape whenever a name is mentioned, deciding jointly on a pseudonym for the particular individual, and using the pseudonym at that point and thereafter. Immediately after transcription, the tapes are destroyed, so that the only record remaining is the anonymized transcript.

Sometimes anonymization is done at the point of transcription, so that no one can ever determine who "Respondent A" is. In a recent study Palys was involved in, in which First Nations people were interviewed about how the community is addressing problems of sexual abuse, this was the method used. The resulting publication does not even name the actual community, in respect of the community's wishes to maintain community confidentiality.51 Indeed, the Supreme Court does much the same thing when it needs to. Smith v. Jones is an example of case analysis in which all important facts and analysis are reported on the Internet for all the world to see, but one would never be able to ascertain from the record the identity of "Smith," "Jones" or the lawyer. Nor is it particularly relevant that we do.

Again, bearing in mind the nature of academic research and the anonymization of records, we would like to know exactly why the URERC is forcing us and not all SFU researchers to mention the risk of court-ordered disclosure of the identity of our research participants. We simply cannot see why the URERC thinks this risk is greater in our research than any other. We do not understand why the URERC has discriminated against criminology and other researchers who collect self-reported information about law violations.

5.iii) Partial Disclosure and Protective Orders Would Not Necessarily Help the Criminologist’s Predicament

In our review of US cases where attempts were made to obtain confidential research material, we noted that the courts rarely ordered disclosure of the names of research participants. In those very few cases when they did, it was either because confidentiality was not guaranteed, or there was an ambiguous relationship with a research subject (whose identity was already known), or a researcher gave up the fight.52 Generally, then, the US courts have followed a philosophy that the Supreme Court of Canada has referred to as the principle of “partial disclosure.” In considering the doctor’s records in Ryan, the Supreme Court distinguished between:

“…absolute or blanket privilege, on the one hand, and partial privilege on the other.
While the traditional common law categories conceived privilege as an absolute, all-or-

52 For details of these cases, see Palys and Lowman (1999), Informed Consent, Confidentiality and the Law, Section 4.5.
nothing proposition, more recent jurisprudence recognises the appropriateness in many situations of partial privilege. The degree of protection conferred by the privilege may be absolute or partial, depending on what is required to strike the proper balance between the interest in protecting the communication from disclosure and the interest in proper disposition of the litigation. Partial privilege may signify that only some of the documents in a given class must be produced. Documents should be considered individually or by sub-groups on a ‘case-by-case’ basis” (M. v. Ryan, p.7)

As well as following a principle of partial disclosure, a court can also attach a strict protective order to information that it does order to be disclosed, as did the US Customs Court in Atlantic Sugar Ltd. v the United States.

Our purpose in mentioning these distinctions is to point out that they are probably not relevant to the predicament many researchers face, and are certainly not relevant to our prostitution research. Most of the discussion about court-ordered disclosure of confidential research information relates to the balancing a court is likely to engage in under the fourth criterion of the Wigmore test, i.e. between the “correct disposal of litigation” and the adverse effect on the relation for which privilege is being sought. In Canada, much of this discussion has taken place in relation to doctor/patient or counsellor/patient privilege, and three of the four cases mentioned in the CAUT legal opinion relate to sexual assault.

In each case the identity of the victim and offender is known, the struggle over disclosure relates to written records, and the person to whom the records relate appears in court to assert privilege. It should also be acknowledged that these cases are particularly troublesome when it comes to balancing the interests of the doctor/patient relationship against the correct disposal of litigation or the defendant’s right to a fair trial. In such cases, the person claiming privilege wants to protect information from their adversary; i.e., the person they have accused of an extremely serious crime (e.g., as in R. v. O’Connor) or are suing for damages (e.g., as in M. v. Ryan). Any claim to privilege by a complainant is further compromised if they have already turned the records over to the Crown, as is sometimes the case, because “… it would be difficult to argue that the complainant enjoys an expectation of privacy in records that are held by the Crown” (R. v. O’Connor, p.15).

The requests for medical records arise frequently and are important enough that the Criminal Code has been changed to clarify the ground rules for disclosure and to provide certain protections for confidential medical records.

But, as stated above, we are quite prepared to share our anonymized records. The main possibility that concerns our research participants is that the court might try to find out the identity of a respondent in order to prosecute them. Although the URERC has never explained its formulaic approach to the risk of court-ordered disclosure, apparently this is one reason why the URERC forces only those researchers collecting self-report information about infractions of law to use the limited confidentiality consent statement.53 When our prospective research participants read the URERC’s limited confidentiality statement, many of them are left with the impression that SFU expects researchers to divulge to the state the identities of research subjects who self-report criminal behaviour so that they can be thrown in jail. As a result, the statement represents the kiss

of death for our research. And yet, as far as we understand rules of evidence and procedure — but again this is where we would benefit from a properly researched independent legal opinion — a court is unlikely to order disclosure for this purpose. 54

5.iv) When the Research Subject's Identity is Confidential, the Onus is on us to Claim Privilege and Protect the Subject's Privacy Rights and Interests

A case like M. v. Ryan is instructive because it shows the importance of asserting privilege against court-ordered disclosure all the way to the Supreme Court, if necessary. However, in our research, the equivalent of "M" (i.e., one of our research subjects) would likely never come forward, because one possible scenario in court — like the situation Russel Ogden faced in Coroner's Court — would be over the question of whether a certain individual should be named. The ethical obligation on us to protect the identity of the participant, given that s/he is completely dependent on us to advance and protect his/her interests, is considerable.

5.v) The Researcher-Participant Relationship is the Only Relationship Fully Protected in Statute, Via the Statistics Act

A central feature of SFU's policy of limited confidentiality is the assertion that no form of unlimited confidentiality exists in Canada. This view is erroneous. Section 18 of the Statistics Act requires Statistics Canada researchers under oath to make unlimited guarantees of confidentiality and anonymity to their research subjects. Paul Jones (1999) makes reference to this Act in his discussion of existing statutory recognition of privilege, of which only two that are recognized in federal law — communications between spouses (recognized in Section 4.3 of the Canada Evidence Act, although the privilege is subject to qualification) and communications between Statistics Canada researchers and their research subjects. In this regard, Jones (1999) notes, “Section 18 of the Statistics Act provides a limited privilege to certain researcher/participant relationships,” its primary limitation being that it protects only Statistics Canada researchers and their research subjects.

The protection it offers, however, is almost “absolute” (the only limit is for the purpose of prosecution under the Act), although presumably the Act is open to a Charter challenge. It states,

Information is privileged

18. (1) Except for the purposes of a prosecution under this Act, any return made to Statistics Canada pursuant to this Act and any copy of the return in the possession of the respondent is privileged and shall not be used as evidence in any proceedings whatever.

Idem

(2) No person sworn under section 6 shall by an order of any court, tribunal or other body be required in any proceedings whatever to give oral testimony or to produce any return, document or record with respect to any information obtained in the course of administering this Act.

54 We would note that the situation is rather different in the US where a Grand Jury might subpoena a researcher toward such an end, as was the case with Rik Scarce (see his article, “(No) Trial (But) Tribulations: When Courts and Ethnography Conflict.” Journal of Contemporary Ethnography, 23:2:123-149, 1994).
We would note that, to the extent it clearly recognizes that unlimited confidentiality is necessary to conduct valid and reliable research, the state has reserved for itself the sole right to gather valid and reliable information.

Thus, when the Supreme Court in Smith v. Jones (1999) suggests that solicitor-client privilege is “the highest privilege recognized by the courts,” it appears not to have taken into consideration the power of privilege bestowed by the Statistics Act. Indeed, we find it surprising that the Statistics Act is not mentioned in any of the Supreme Court jurisprudence on privilege.

As it happens, over the past four months, the two of us each have been approached by Statistics Canada to participate in two of their research projects (Palys, as a parent, for the “National Longitudinal Study of Children and Youth,” and Lowman for the “Survey of Financial Security”). We have seen firsthand, therefore, as prospective research subjects, the emphasis that Statistics Canada places on ensuring the confidentiality of information, and, implicitly, the extent to which Statistics Canada believes the clarity of that guarantee is a prerequisite for the gathering of valid and reliable data. Under the heading “The law protects what you tell us,” prospective subjects of the “Survey of Financial Security,” for example, are told:

Your information is kept strictly confidential. No one, not the courts, Revenue Canada, or even the RCMP can access your information. Your information cannot be made available under any other law such as the Access to Information Act.

Statistics Canada is careful to protect the confidentiality of your information. All Statistics Canada employees are required by law to take an oath of secrecy, and there are legal repercussions if the employee breaks that oath. Only those employees who need to see the questionnaire have access to them. We never release any information that could identify a particular individual or family. Our interviewers carry photo identification cards as proof that they work for Statistics Canada.

Why would the state reserve this right of absolute confidentiality for its own researchers if it did not consider confidentiality and anonymity to be vital to research? And on what basis would it deny similar protections for university researchers who, although we co-operate with government and respect state law, can best fulfil our roles as social critics by maintaining our independence from the state, and with an equivalent privilege? The very fact that the legislature recognised that Statistics Canada researchers needed this privilege could be of considerable value for academic researchers asserting privilege via the Wigmore test, and for the development of statutory protection of research done independently of the Federal government.

5.6i) Things become More Complicated When the Researcher Occupies Dual Roles in the Lives of the Research Subjects

Research decisions, and the question of relevant law, become more complicated when the researcher occupies more than one role in the life of the research participant (e.g., the professional is a therapist who uses information gained in the therapeutic context for research purposes). It also becomes more complicated when the researcher has dual allegiances to people in the

---

55 We would urge Dr. Horvath and the rest of the URERC to consider the definition of strict confidentiality offered here in light of their own requirement that researchers sign an obligation to maintain strict confidentiality which, as we have pointed out on many occasions, contradicts the university's policy of limited confidentiality.
research setting (e.g., the researcher is paid by the managers of a corporation to gather data from workers). The ethics of such scenarios seem to have been a key consideration in the formulation of the Tri-Council Policy Statement, in large part because shifts in the funding environment have made universities more dependent on corporate largesse and the development of research partnerships with the private sector. Section 4 of the Policy Statement, entitled “Conflicts of Interest,” begins:

Researchers hold trust relationships with research subjects, research sponsors, institutions, their professional bodies and society. These trust relationships can be put at risk by conflicts of interest that may compromise independence, objectivity or ethical duties of loyalty. Although the potential for such conflicts has always existed, pressures to commercialize research have led to increased concerns. Researchers, their institutions and REBs should identify and address conflicts of interest — real or apparent — to maintain the public confidence and trust, discharge professional obligations and ensure accountability.

One of the Policy Statement’s requirements is that researchers who hold multiple allegiances need to be clear about their different roles, declare potential conflicts of interest, and ensure they avoid agreements that would compromise the rights and interests of their research subjects.

When the professional occupies dual roles in the life of the subject, the Tri-Council suggests that, “researchers should separate their role as researcher from their roles as therapists, caregivers, teachers, advisors, consultants, supervisors, students or employers and the like” (Policy Statement p. 2.8). It is vital that they treat all their research subjects as research subjects with all the rights and protections that should accrue to them in this role. Although the Tri-Council discusses the ethical underpinnings of this approach, there are also differences among professional activities that have implications for the degree of legal protection that a person enjoys. Our analysis suggests that researcher-participant claims to privilege may well enjoy a more solid legal footing than the therapist-client, or physician-patient relationships. Furthermore, the professional in each of the latter dyads does his or her client/subject a disservice when their research is confused with their service role.

In this respect, we were concerned about Dr. Horvath’s (Chair of the URERC) repeated reference to research subjects as “clients” in our early meetings with the Committee (prior to his assuming the Chair), a term he continued to use despite our protest. A year later in an article offering his views about limited confidentiality, he continued to refer to research subjects as “clients.”

It is in this context that in 1994 the URERC chose to include a statement in the consent form that informs research subjects who are likely to reveal to researchers information about illegal activities, that Canadian law does not necessarily recognize researcher-client (sic) communication as "privileged", and therefore may require the researcher to disclose such information to the court. (p.2)

The URERC was of the view that the value of the Wigmore test as a general defense of client (sic) confidentiality is of questionable value in a researcher-participant context. (p.3)

In our view, using our power (knowledge) to withhold this information and thus to make a decision on the clients' (sic) behalf is a grave matter. (p.4)

From our reading of the Supreme Court cases identified by Jones (1999), we wonder whether the court will look differently at “pure” research in comparison to research activities infused with other motives (entrepreneurship, consulting fees, etc.) or when performed by persons wearing more than one professional hat.

In both the *O’Connor* and *Ryan* cases the Supreme Court seems to have been influenced by the fact that the sexual abuse victims in each case were not simply persons in therapy whose privacy was being invaded, but that they had other motives mixed into the situation. In *O’Connor*, for example, the Court noted that, given the victims’ therapy records had helped convince the Crown that laying charges was warranted, it would seem unfair to withhold these same records from the accused, thereby diminishing his ability to make full defence. Similarly, in *Ryan*, while acknowledging that victims of sexual assault have every right to pursue civil damages, the Court noted that the claim of “privileged” status for M’s therapy records had a self-serving element because granting it would have the additional effect of placing Dr. Ryan at a litigious disadvantage.

A different dynamic was evident in one US case. A sociology Doctoral student (Rik Scarce) at Washington State University at Pullman was engaged in research with animal rights activists. At one point, when he went on an extended family holiday, one of the activists house sat for Scarce. At about the same time, an act of vandalism occurred at a university facility, for which animal rights activists were deemed responsible. Scarce was subpoenaed by a Grand Jury and asked to provide information about one person who was considered a prime suspect in the case — none other than the individual who house sat for him. Scarce claimed researcher/participant privilege, and refused to testify about information gained in confidence as part of his research, but was unsuccessful both at the Grand Jury and on appeal, and ended up spending several months in jail for contempt of court.

The case is an unusual one, as Scarce appears to have worn several hats in the process of writing about animal rights activists. At the time he began his Doctoral research he had already published a “journalistic account” of animal rights activism. The credits in the book included the name of the animal rights activist who was subsequently the focus of the Grand Jury’s attention. In contrast to academic conventions, journalists often name their sources, whereas academics generally do not. Had the link between Scarce and the animal rights activist not already been established in a publication, one wonders if the Grand Jury would have shown the same interest in Scarce’s research. Also, at the heart of both the trial and appeal court’s rejection of Scarce’s claim to privilege is the appearance of a mixed motive — was Scarce claiming privilege because it was rightfully deserved? Or was he hiding behind a claim of privilege in order to protect a friend?57

The lesson we draw from these cases is that to the extent university researchers are engaged in something other than “pure” research, and are perceived to have motives that go beyond strict ethical concern regarding the rights and interests of their subjects, a claim of privilege may be diminished. Researchers engaged in multiple roles with subjects should do everything possible to follow the Tri-Council dictum of creating a clear separation of roles. For example, they should keep separate sets of records that are clearly demarcated as part of the research relationship. They should, if possible, distinguish when data are being gathered in relation to their service role as opposed to their research role. And they should inform research subjects about the existence of

57 This case is discussed in greater detail in Palys and Lowman (1999), *Informed Consent, Confidentiality and the Law*. See, for example, section 4.5.
any conflict among their roles, and its possible impact on the legal protection of their research participants’ rights.

Related to this point, we note a disturbing tendency among disciplinary associations to amalgamate their codes of ethics across roles. For example, over the past decade the Canadian Psychological Association (CPA), the American Psychological Association (APA), and the American Sociological Association (ASA), have moved from separate ethics codes (e.g., one for psychologists as researchers, another for psychologists as service providers) to single overarching codes to deal with the multiplicity of roles in which members find themselves. Although there may be similar ethical considerations in different realms — psychologists, for example, have ethical obligations to maintain confidentiality in both their researcher and service roles — the resulting mega-codes create a mix of considerations that are not always compatible, and which may dilute or complicate the legal protection of research subjects.

Once again, therefore, we suggest that all researchers should make as clear a distinction as possible between their “research” lives, and other life domains. In field research — as the Scarce case indicates — the legal danger may arise when the long-term rapport we develop with subjects crosses the role boundary to become also a friendship.

In “medical model” types of research, another danger may be in the long-term affiliations that some researchers develop with their contractors, particularly when the researcher has a direct or indirect commercial interest with that contractor.

6. Our Appeal of the URERC’s Negative Decision

Two of our research proposals have now been held up for seventeen and fourteen months respectively because, for ethical and legal reasons, we could not use the URERC’s limited confidentiality consent statement. We proposed several alternatives, but the Committee refused to accept any of them. In October 1998, the Committee sent us a letter telling us that it would not discuss the matter of the consent form any further.58 In December, we submitted our appeal of the Committee’s negative decision.

Before describing the appeal and its outcome, we think that it would be useful to compare the URERC’s limited confidentiality consent statement with the consent statement we proposed in April 1998, which both the URERC and the VP Academic refused to accept.

6.i. The SFU Limited Confidentiality Consent Statement

Here again is the SFU limited confidentiality consent statement:

Any information that is obtained during this study will be kept confidential to the full extent permitted by law. ...However, it is possible that, as a result of legal action, the researcher may be required to divulge information obtained in the course of this research to a court or other legal body.

58 For commentary on the reasons this letter gave for the “negative decision,” see Lowman and Palys, The History of Limited Confidentiality at SFU, sections 6.vi and 6.vii.
We cannot use this statement because it:

- can be construed by the courts as a waiver of privilege by the research subject, and hence may place subjects at risk;
- can be considered by the researcher and/or the university as a waiver of privilege, and hence may place subjects at risk (the Tri-Council requires that participation in research shall not be contingent on any waiver of rights by the participants);
- does not unequivocally commit the researcher and the university to do “everything possible” to protect research confidentiality as case law requires, and thus falls short of the unambiguous “expectation of confidentiality” required to pass Criterion #1 of the Wigmore test, and hence places research participants at risk;
- falls short of informed consent because it does not tell subjects the extent to which the University and researcher will resist court-ordered disclosure;
- falls short of informed consent, because it puts research participants in the position of waiving their rights without explicitly informing them that is what they are doing;
- does not protect either research confidentiality or research participants, as R20.01 and now the Policy Statement require.\(^59\)

6.ii. The Consent Statement Banned by SFU

In April 1998 we pointed out to the URERC that in order to satisfy the Wigmore criteria and provide the information necessary for informed consent, any warning about court-ordered disclosure should be accompanied by a statement saying that everything possible would be done to prevent it. Also, to facilitate informed consent, researchers should declare whether they intend to obey a court order to disclose confidential research information. In other words, the approach we asked the URERC to accept is the researcher’s equivalent of Dr. Parfitt and M’s approach described in M. v. Ryan, i.e. one in which we assure research participants that we will do “everything possible” to maintain confidentiality. The informed consent statement we presented to the URERC for approval in April 1998 was as follows:

R20.01 requires researchers to treat as confidential information provided by research participants. There is a very remote possibility that we will be asked by a public body to reveal confidential information. In the unlikely event that this does happen, our course of action would be as follows: Because our University research ethics policy does not limit confidentiality, and because our Ethics Committee has said that its “overriding obligation [is] to protect participants’ interests and rights…” (March 26, 1998 guidelines) we will resist any attempt by a “public body” to obtain confidential information. Because its overriding responsibility is to “protect participants” the Ethics Committee will do its utmost to defend confidential information should a public body or court request access to it. Because the University “supports the highest ethical standards” (R.60.01), it too will staunchly defend confidentiality in court. In the event that these efforts fail, and we are ordered to reveal confidential information by a court or public body, we will make a personal decision not to do so.

We suggest this consent statement is consistent with existing case law, SFU policy, our disciplinary ethics code and, as it turn out, the Tri-Council Policy Statement because:

\(^59\) There are many other ways the URERC’s approach appears to be unethical when judged according to the principles elaborated in the Policy Statement. For discussion, see Lowman and Palys (1998) The History of Limited Confidentiality; and Palys and Lowman (1999) and Informed Consent, Confidentiality and the Law.
• It is designed to provide maximum protection for research subjects;
• It involves using common law (the Wigmore test) to do “everything possible within the law” to protect confidential research information;
• It clearly states the willingness of the researcher and the University to do everything possible to protect confidentiality, and cannot be misinterpreted as a waiver of privilege;
• It provides all the information needed for informed consent, including the University’s and researcher’s actions in response to subpoenas and court orders.

In justifying the lengthy delay of our research the URERC has confirmed that ONLY ONE aspect of our consent statement was problematic.

6.iii) The URERC’s Justification For the Delay: Will the University Support Researchers in Court?

When it comes to the URERC’s delay processing the two applications, by the Chair’s own account, our negotiations with the Committee faltered in April 1998 when we included information in our informed consent statement about the "University's obligations" to support a faculty researcher in court. The URERC informed us they would accept our consent statement if we agreed to delete the following two sentences.

Because its overriding responsibility is to “protect participants” the Ethics Committee will do its utmost to defend confidential information should a public body or court request access to it. Because the University “supports the highest ethical standards” (R.60.01), it too will staunchly defend confidentiality in court.

In correspondence with the URERC we quickly arrived at an understanding about the Committee’s responsibilities should a researcher be subpoenaed. Consequently, the only obstacle preventing approval of our applications related to our statement regarding the university’s prospective actions, i.e., that, “Because the University “supports the highest ethical standards” (R.60.01), it too will staunchly defend confidentiality in court.” The URERC claimed that “this specific sentence went beyond the policy at SFU as we knew it” (Adam Horvath, Chair of the URERC, e-mail dated March 26, 1999).

Given that we were merely quoting university policy R60.01 (Integrity in Research and Misconduct in Research) in the first part of the sentence, the URERC’s concern is presumably about the second part of the sentence, which says that the University will defend research confidentiality in court.

We do not understand how the URERC could have problems with our statement about the University defending faculty researchers in court. The URERC must have known that the University is obliged to follow the Framework Agreement, which took effect in July 1995. Article 17 of the Agreement states:

The University recognizes the obligation not only to provide a harassment free environment and conditions under which academic freedom can flourish, but also, to

---

60 E-mail of March 26, 1999 from Dr. Horvath to Lowman and Pulys (copied to many others) about the ASA Code of Ethics, and our March 29 response to Dr. Horvath (copied to the same many others).
provide legal advice, representation and/or indemnification to members of the bargaining unit who encounter problems as a result of carrying out in good faith their responsibilities [one of which is research].

If URERC members were unaware of Article 17 when we originally submitted our applications in December 1997 and February 1998, they most certainly should have taken it into consideration after an article by Dr. Clayman, the VP Research, appeared in the July 16, 1998 Simon Fraser News. In our article in that same issue, we had said:

We note that the university is obliged to "establish facilities for the pursuit of original research in all branches of knowledge"(University Act), "support the highest ethical standards" (SFU policy R60.01), and protect academic freedom (SFU framework agreement and other SFU policies). If it fails to staunchly defend academic freedom by protecting research confidentiality in court, it fails these obligations.

...This is not a petty squabble between researchers and the ethics committee, but an issue of fundamental concern to the integrity of the university itself. In order to defend academic freedom and protect research participants from harm, we urge the ethics committee and the university administration to … inform us about the university's intentions should we be subpoenaed.  

In response to our question, Dr. Clayman stated, "The answer to their question about legal representation is contained in Article 17 of the framework agreement with the Faculty Association," which he then proceeded to quote.  

With Dr. Clayman having reminded SFU's research community of the university's obligations to faculty members under the 1995 Framework Agreement, it was clear the university was obliged to “defend research confidentiality in court,” as our informed consent statement articulated. The only outstanding policy issue after July 16, 1998 was whether the protection provided by Article 17 should be extended to graduate students. That question was answered in November 1998, when the VP-Research/Dean of Graduate Studies announced that it would.

Incredibly, despite our protest, the URERC persisted in trying to force us to use a consent statement that the University could interpret as a waiver of our right to legal representation. We do not think the URERC's apparent ignorance of Article 17 is an acceptable justification for infringing our academic freedom by blocking our research for well over a year.

6.iv) Despite His Institutional Conflict of Interest, the VP-Academic Insists on Hearing Our Appeal

We appealed the decision of the Ethics Committee using the appeal procedure outlined in the SFU ethics policy. Dr. David Gagan, the VP-Academic, heard the appeal.

There is an obvious institutional conflict of interest in Dr. Gagan’s involvement — the same one that led Dr. Clayman to resign eight months earlier from the Chair of the URERC. Dr. Gagan’s hearing of the appeal directly contravenes the Tri-Council Policy Statement’s requirement

---

62 “A vice president responds” Simon Fraser News, July 16, 1998 (Vol. 12, #6)
63 Much as it had done in Russel Ogden’s case – see Blomley and Davis (1999) “Russel Ogden Decision Review” pp. 9-10.
(section 4.C) that university administrators have nothing to do with the ethics evaluation process. It also violates the principles of natural justice and fairness, given that Dr. Gagan’s intervention involves the university determining whether the university violated its own policies and procedures in the imposition of limited confidentiality and the adjudication of our research ethics applications. Although the Tri-Council Policy Statement technically does not take effect until September 1999, we assume that the university follows the principles of procedural fairness and natural justice nonetheless.

Furthermore, the SFU Framework Agreement says that, "should conflicts arise between University policies and the express provisions of this Agreement, the latter shall prevail." The duty to fairness spelled out in Article 6.2 of the Framework Agreement thus supersedes the flawed appeal procedure contained in R20.01. When we first submitted an outline of our appeal to Dr. Gagan, we reminded him of the Tri-Council guidelines and suggested he could mitigate the institutional conflict of interest by appointing an independent panel to hear the appeal. He refused. We then submitted our appeal under protest of the conflict of interest and appearance of bias inherent in the appeal procedure.

Our documentation to Dr. Gagan included a point-form summary of documented policy and procedural violations by the VP-Research and the URERC, and our first two submissions to the Research Ethics Policy Revision Task Force — The History of Limited Confidentiality, and Informed Consent, Confidentiality and the Law. Dr. Gagan’s decision failed to address the many allegations of administrative violations of policy and procedure, and opted instead to articulate the criteria by which the URERC would generate a new informed consent statement for our research. Then he went beyond the jurisdiction of an appeal, and retained the right to censor any consent statement the URERC might propose.

Given that its members have previously insisted the URERC is independent from the administration we were curious how the Committee would respond to the Appeal Decision. Would it remind Dr. Gagan that his retaining the right to censor the Committee violates the Tri-Council Policy Statement’s requirements for administrative independence? Would it resist the more general violation of the principles of natural justice and procedural fairness involved in the Appeal Decision? Or would it ignore the principle of fairness guaranteed by the SFU Framework Agreement and comply with this unfair procedure?

6.v) The URERC Is Not Independent

In his Appeal Decision, Dr. Gagan invited the URERC to submit a new consent statement based on the following criteria:

- the researchers will use their best efforts to maintain the confidentiality of their data and its sources;
- the University is committed to the promotion and protection of the academic freedom of its researchers and will therefore use its best efforts to maintain the confidentiality of these data and their sources;

64 We note, however, that both the URERC and Dr. Gagan have invoked the Tri-Council at various points, but do so selectively. This suggests that the university is content with two sets of rules — ethics administrators can invoke whatever rules they wish, while researchers cannot then invoke those same rules.

65 See Adam Horvath, “Responses to:…” (December, 1997) and James Ogloff, Memo to the URERC dated December 18, 1997.
• the foregoing notwithstanding, the University can not and will not counsel its researchers to disobey the law, or support them in doing so;
• hence, there may be limits beyond which the confidentiality of personal information and its sources cannot be guaranteed.

On March 29, 1999, the URERC, “formulated a consent statement incorporating [Dr. Gagan’s] directives with respect to the consent document” which read as follows:

The researchers will use their best effort to maintain the confidentiality of information obtained during this study and the anonymity of its sources. Notwithstanding the above, you need to be aware that the confidentiality of data obtained as part of a research project does not have full protection of the law in Canada. Courts can require the researcher to surrender data or ask researchers to reveal the identity of their sources. Such demands by the courts are very rare in Canada. If such request is made by the Court, the University is committed to the promotion and protection of academic freedom of its researchers and therefore will use its best effort to assist the researcher to maintain the confidentiality of the data and the anonymity of its sources. The individual researcher may, at his or her own initiative, make additional promises or commitments to you with respect to the extent to which she or he is willing to protect the information you gave them. However, the University cannot and will not solicit or counsel its researchers to disobey the law and will not support the researcher's in their efforts to do so.

This statement informs subjects that researchers may make additional commitments to protect confidential research information thereby implying that they could resolve to disobey court-ordered disclosure. However, having reserved the right to censor the URERC's statement, Dr. Gagan did just that. Specifically, he removed all reference to the promises a researcher might make over and above the protection possible within law. Also, he expanded the section declaring the University’s doctrinaire subordination of research ethics to law, and gave us the choice between not doing our research and using the following consent statement:

The researchers will use their best effort to maintain the confidentiality of information obtained during this study and the anonymity of its sources. Notwithstanding the above, you need to be aware that the confidentiality of the information obtained as part of a research project and the identity of its sources do not have full protection of the law in Canada. Courts can order researchers to surrender information or to reveal the identities of their sources.

If such an order is made by a court, the University is committed to the promotion and protection of the academic freedom of its researchers and therefore will use its best effort to assist the researcher to maintain the confidentiality of the information and the anonymity of its sources. However, the University cannot and will not solicit or counsel its researchers to disobey a legal disclosure order and will not support researchers in their efforts to do so once all legal protections have been exhausted.

66 We find this statement misleading. Research conducted by Statistics Canada researchers does have statutory protection, and other researchers may enjoy the protection of the common law in the event their invocation of the Wigmore criteria is successful.
67 The courts can “order” disclosure, but can they "require" it? We suggest “order” is the more appropriate term.
68 We find the URERC’s choice of wording misleading here. The only researcher in Canada who has ever been asked to divulge confidential research information to a court is Russel Ogden, and he won his case. No researcher in Canada has ever been ordered to divulge confidential research information to a court.
At such time as all legal protections have been exhausted, you should be aware that the University, its governors, and its officers cannot and will not take further steps to prevent court-ordered disclosure. In these circumstances, information obtained during this study and/or the identity of its sources may be disclosed.

Dr. Gagan provided us with no opportunity to comment on his statement, which we cannot use because:

a) Most of our research subjects will not understand it.

b) The statement is not correct when it says that confidential research information does “not have full protection of the law in Canada.” True, it does not have statutory protection, but there is more to law than statute. In fact, if researcher/subject communications satisfy the four criteria of the Wigmore test they MAY have full protection of the law in Canada.

c) The statement says if there is a court order, confidential information MAY be disclosed. This leaves open the possibility that it MAY NOT be disclosed. In the interest of informed consent, information must be provided about the circumstances in which confidential information will be disclosed, and/or when it will not.

d) Even though no Canadian court of law has ever ordered the disclosure of confidential research information, the URERC has demanded that the risk be mentioned. However, in contrast to the consent statement proposed by the URERC, Dr. Gagan’s version does not say that the degree of risk is minuscule. Indeed, it gives quite a different impression and consequently misinforms our research subjects in a way that also would likely represent the kiss of death for our research.

e) The statement gives our research subjects the impression that, if a court orders disclosure of confidential information, it will be disclosed. That is not correct.

With Dr. Gagan’s statement, the University has declared that it subscribes to a doctrine that absolutely subjugates research ethics to law.

---

69 This is a re-statement of Dr. Clayman's view as espoused in "The Law of the Land" in October, 1997. Dr. Gagan's use of it is all the more remarkable to the extent that, unlike Dr. Clayman, Dr. Gagan had access to the legal opinion by Jones (1999), in which it is quite clear that the law of privilege includes more than statute.

70 The URERC’s limited confidentiality consent statement is designed to warn of a risk that, in Canada, has never materialised. It is still not clear to us why the URERC has persisted in forcing SFU researchers to use the limited confidentiality consent statement when the Policy Statement suggests that it is not necessary. Despite our drawing the attention of both the URERC and the VP Academic who heard our appeal to the consent alteration provisions and concept of minimal risk articulated in the Policy Statement, they both refused to respond to our argument. For the details of this argument, see Lowman and Palys (1998) The History of Limited Confidentiality at SFU, Appendix G, and Palys and Lowman (1999) Informed Consent, Confidentiality and the Law: Implications of the Tri-Council Policy Statement, Section 2.5.
7) Academic Freedom, Research Ethics and Law

We can envisage very few situations where an academic would disobey the law in the process of doing research. Nevertheless, as our own disciplinary code of ethics (see, for example, the American Sociological Association Code) and the Tri-Council Policy Statement (p. i.8) recognise, law and ethics may lead to different conclusions. Furthermore, while the Tri-Council Policy Statement is explicit that, “researchers must comply with all applicable legislative requirements” relating to the “competence” of a prospective subject to give informed consent (p. 2.9), and requires that tissue researchers, “must be aware of, and conform to, the specific requirements of applicable law” (p. 10.2), nowhere does it require that researchers obey a court order to disclose confidential research information.

Dr. Gagan’s Appeal Decision violates Article 1.2(c) of the Framework Agreement, which ensures “freedom from institutional censorship.” By reserving the right to censor any consent statement the URERC might propose, Dr. Gagan went beyond the jurisdiction of an “appeal.” On May 6, 1998 the URERC formally approved the clause in our consent statement saying that, “In the event that … we are ordered to reveal confidential information by a court or public body, we will make an ethical decision not to do so.” This statement is consistent with our disciplinary ethics code, and Dr. Gagan knows that the URERC had already formally approved it. Also he knows that, since November 1998, the URERC already approved at least two ethics applications employing consent statements containing this clause (both projects involve our students).

To approve our ethics application, Dr. Gagan requires that we include a statement that,

… the University cannot and will not solicit or counsel its researchers to disobey a legal disclosure order and will not support researchers in their efforts to do so once all legal protections have been exhausted. At such time as all legal protections have been exhausted, you should be aware that the University, its governors, and its officers cannot and will not take further steps to prevent court-ordered disclosure. In these circumstances, information obtained during this study and/or the identity of its sources may be disclosed.

Stopping us from doing our research if we do not mention the University’s doctrine infringes our academic freedom, and is thus a violation of Article 1.2 of the Framework Agreement, which affirms our “right to investigate … without reference to prescribed doctrine.” Also, by censoring information about our intentions should a court order disclosure of confidential research information, Dr. Gagan is preventing us from providing information that is necessary for properly informed consent.

7.i) Coming Full Circle

The purpose of codes of ethics is to protect research participants, whether maintaining that promise is comfortable or not. If SFU is to live up to the Tri-Council Policy Statement and its own policies regarding ethical standards, the integrity of the research enterprise and academic freedom, it has no choice but to defend confidential research material all the way to the Supreme Court of Canada, if necessary.

Of course, this still leaves the problem of what a researcher should do if the Supreme Court of Canada orders us to divulge the names of our research participants. Because a promise that may
or may not be kept is no promise at all, in the interests of informed consent, we must inform our
research subjects if we will obey a court order to reveal their names. It was presumably for this
reason that on May 5, 1998, the URERC formally accepted a line in our proposed consent
statement explaining to research participants that we would not obey a court order to disclose
their names. However, Dr. Gagan has censored this component of the consent statement.

Once again it appears that the University is using the ethics approval process to minimize the
University’s liability and protect its image. Dr. Gagan acted on the institutional conflict of
interest when he censored previously approved elements of our informed consent statement,
which the URERC has allowed other researchers to use. Given that this was a research ethics
appeal, his sole concern should have been protection of the research subject. However, it appears
to us that his “Law of the Land” consent statement has more to do with transmitting a particular
image of the University and protecting it from liability than it does with research ethics.

7.ii) Social Science Ethics Codes Do Not Subjugate Ethics to Law

In the process of struggling to overcome the URERC’s and University’s infringement of our
academic freedom, we have examined a variety of social science ethics codes to ascertain the
position they take on court-ordered disclosure of confidential research information. We have yet
to discover a code that requires researchers to submit to court-ordered disclosure.

Most codes do not actually mention the problem of court ordered disclosure. One code that does
is that of the American Sociological Association (ASA). In our November 17, 1997 brief71 to
President Blaney outlining the problems with the URERC’s limited confidentiality consent
statement, we cited this code as relevant to the kind of research we had proposed, because the
1990 version explicitly stated that:

Confidential information provided by research participants must be treated as such by
sociologists, even when this information enjoys no legal protection or privilege and legal force is
applied (1990: Ethical Principles in the Conduct of Research with Human Participants).

When we examined the 1997 version of the code we realized that the wording of this section had
changed somewhat, and so we wrote to ASA asking for clarification. Our query and the response
of the current and two former Chairs of the ASA Committee on Professional Ethics (COPE) was
published in the February 1999 issue of Footnotes, ASA’s monthly newsletter. Upon reading this
exchange, Dr. Ellen Gee, Chair of the SFU Research Ethics Policy Revision Task Force (the
“Ethics Task Force”) contacted the current Chair of COPE to seek clarification on some of the
issues raised in the initial query/response. Their interchange is worth quoting at some length,72
because it establishes that a pledge of unlimited confidentiality can be made ethically:

1) [Dr. Gee] With regard to (a)--In Canada (and the U.S., as far as I understand), there are no
legal guarantees regarding academic privilege. Does this then mean that researchers are NEVER
in a position to guarantee unlimited confidentiality?

[COPE] Answer: You are correct that there are no legal guarantees regarding academic
privilege similar to what some other professional groups have (e.g., lawyers, doctors,
priests...). However, this is a separate issue from the willingness of an academic to

Itself.”
72 The complete interchange can be seen in Appendix B.
promise unlimited confidentiality of information gathered from research subjects. If the academic researcher is willing to make this promise, regardless of any legal pressure that may be brought to bear (e.g., when the courts hold someone in contempt if they are unwilling to reveal such information), then the academic must be willing to accept the consequences (e.g., go to jail...). Academic privilege is something that some researchers have been willing to fight for and, as Palys and Lowman pointed out, there may be a sound legal basis for arguing for this privilege in court. Hence, if an academic is willing to back up his/her promise, then the promise of unlimited confidentiality can be made.

2. [Dr. Gee] With regard to (b)--this appears to mean that the ASA Code requires researchers to tell their subjects that any data obtained from them COULD be disclosed. Does this not impede research that criminologists (especially, but not exclusively) engage in, given that research subjects will either not want to participate or will hide information from the researcher? Also, does this not preclude researchers from using the Wigmore criteria (re criteria #1) in a court of law in any attempt to protect research-research subject confidentiality/academic privilege?

[COPE] Answer: The ASA Code requires that researchers fully inform themselves of any laws that might require mandatory reporting or place limits on confidentiality (e.g., many states require reports of child abuse and even those professionals that have "privilege" are obligated to report their knowledge of future criminal behavior or life-threatening situations). Once researchers are fully informed, it is then that they decide if there are circumstances (i.e., certain types of information) in which they are unwilling to promise absolute confidentiality. If there are, then the researchers are obligated to inform their subjects of such circumstances. If they are willing to promise absolute confidentiality regardless of circumstances, then the researcher can make this promise (as stated in the answer to #1 above).

The essence of the 1997 Code is this: researchers are obligated to be fully informed, only make promises they are willing to back up, and be up front with the research subjects about what they are promising.

In keeping with the ASA code, we have considered the relevant law, we are prepared to offer unlimited guarantees of confidentiality to our research subjects, and we are prepared to live with the consequences of so doing.

Given the requirement of the SFU ethics policy and the Tri-Council Policy Statement to respect disciplinary standards we protest Dr. Gagan’s requirement that we can proceed with our research only if we agree to remove references to our ethical stance and mention the University’s “prescribed doctrine” subjugating ethics to law.

Dr. Gagan’s consent statement misleads the subject by saying that information “may be disclosed.” This is not true: we do not intend to disclose our subject’s identities. While the statement implies that this information may not be disclosed, for fully informed consent we must explain when/how it will not be disclosed. The resulting consent statement does not comply with ASA’s ethical standards, which require one to make a guarantee and live with it, and fully inform subjects in advance of exactly what that guarantee is.

7.iii) The Researcher’s Ethical Obligation to Disobey

If Research Ethics Boards force researchers to warn prospective research subjects of the minuscule risk of a court order to disclose confidential research information, considerations of informed consent oblige us to also tell them what we intend to do should we receive such an
order. In the process of trying to come to grips with this dilemma, the University has taken the position that it will not, under any circumstance or in any way, take a position that could be interpreted as supporting a researcher’s decision to defy a court order. We find the idea that the university would never “support” a researcher troubling, to say the least. This *a priori* subjugation of ethics to law flies in the face of a centuries old tradition of civil disobedience on grounds of conscience and principle. The tradition begins with Socrates and continued with the likes of Henry David Thoreau, Mahatma Ghandi, and Martin Luther King.

With a sense of considerable irony, we would note that some of the Supreme Court justices have acknowledged that some individuals may choose to follow ethical dictates rather than obey a Supreme Court order. They clearly recognise the powerful statement that such disobedience expresses. In their minority opinion in *R. v. Gruenke* (1991), in which the issue of priest-penitent privilege was addressed, Justices L’Heureux-Dubé and Gonthier stated:

[Some] authors express the view that it would be impractical and futile to attempt to force the clergy to testify, because often the cleric would refuse. In his article "Confidential Communications to the Clergy" (1963), 24 *Ohio St. L.J.* 55, Professor Reese argues this point at p. 81:

> Most clergy will not testify concerning confidential communications regardless of whether there is a statutory privilege. They are bound by an overpowering discipline that dictates the strictest standards of conduct concerning the maintenance of the inviolability of the confidential communication made to them in their ministerial capacity. . . . Therefore, in a state without the privilege, a clergyman facing contempt charges for refusing to testify would have little trouble making the decision about what to do. He would refuse, face contempt charges, and imprisonment. The pressure from an institutional standpoint would reinforce his determination. To testify would cast doubt upon the security all people have toward the secrecy of confidential communications to the clergy.

This is perhaps what motivated Best C.M. to write in *Broad v. Pitt* (1828), 3 Car. & P. 518, 172 E.R. 528, at p. 519 and p. 529, respectively:

> I, for one, will never compel a clergyman to disclose communications, made to him by a prisoner; but if he chooses to disclose them, I shall receive them in evidence.

Compelling disclosure, or charging a cleric in contempt, it is further argued, places the presiding judge in the position of having either to force the breach of a confidence, or to imprison the cleric, both of which may arguably bring disrepute to the system of justice: Reese, *supra*, pp. 60-61.73

We believe that the secular obligation of confidentiality in the research enterprise is every bit as important as the sacred obligation is to the priest. Indeed, Statistics Canada reflects this reverence of confidentiality by requiring its researchers to take an oath of secrecy. The *Statistics Act* specifically forbids the courts from requiring Statistics Canada researchers to give “oral testimony or to produce any return, document or record with respect to any information obtained in the course of administering this Act” (Section 18(2)). Ethically, as far as we are concerned, university researchers do not owe their subjects any less than this guarantee. This does place us in a more difficult situation — we have the same ethical obligations as Statistics Canada researchers, but do

73 *R. v. Gruenke*, 1991, p.34.
not enjoy the same statutory protection — and therefore conclude that, until similar statutory protection is available for university researchers, the only ethical way to fulfil these obligations would be to disobey a court order. In contrast, by subjugating ethics to law, the University has devalued the importance of confidentiality to the research enterprise, thereby compromising the legal defence of confidential research information and diminishing academic freedom.

The University’s justification of limited confidentiality is based on the premise that any refusal to obey a court order puts that researcher “above the law,” thereby undermining the entire Rule of Law. We take a different view. The researcher who, for reasons of principle or conscience, defies a court order is not “above the law” because, as the Tri-Council recognises, “ethical principles cannot pre-empt the application of law” (Policy Statement, p. i.8). The researcher who defies a court order can expect to be sentenced up to two years in prison under Canadian Criminal Code section 127(1) (“Disobeying order of court”). Furthermore, the literature on the “obligation to disobey” recognises that the principled refusal to disobey a law does not represent a challenge to the entire legal system or democracy itself. Indeed, some classical political philosophers recognised that civil disobedience — the principled refusal to obey an unjust law — is a vital component of democracy. In this regard, it is important to distinguish revolutionary groups, whose aim is to bring down the entire legal system, from special interest groups who, through civil disobedience, desire to make larger society recognise the primacy in some area of social life of a particular ethical or moral principle over a particular law — or, in our case, the judicial application of common law relating to privilege. As Michael Walzer points out:

> It is worth insisting upon the great difference between such groups and between the assertions they make, for defenders of state sovereignty often confuse them, arguing that any challenge to constituted authority is implicitly revolutionary and any group that claims to authorize such challenges is necessarily subversive.

This same confusion apparently underlies Simon Fraser University’s a priori subjugation of research ethics to law. We believe this position potentially undermines the very foundation of the University: academic freedom. As academic researchers, we believe that ethical criteria, not law, must be the ultimate arbiter of research decisions. A university that does not take this position weakens its ability to protect academic freedom from the state.

Given the Tri-Council acknowledges that ethics and law may lead to different conclusions (Policy Statement, p. i.8), we do not understand how any academic, university administrator or not, would impose a priori the view that universities must always subvert principles of ethics to the rule of state law. If at some level the University does not retain its capacity to assert its independence from the state, it compromises its very raison d’être.

Instead of absolutely subjugating ethics to law, we suggest that the University should respond to acts of civil disobedience by its members on a case-by-case basis. It is relatively easy for us to envision a situation where taking the “ethical” rather than the “legal” option would be the only one our conscience would permit, and one we hope the university would support in principle. For example, what if the Supreme Court ruled that confidentiality was not essential to the researcher-participant relationship (Wigmore criterion 2), that the conduct of research was not particularly important to Canadian society, and that the researcher-participant relation did not need to be

76 See footnote 74.
sédulius fostered (Wigmore criterion 3)? As an act of civil disobedience, we would disobey an
order to divulge the identity of one of our research subjects, and accept the consequences. We
would hope that the University would offer words of support in this situation.

In a more general sense, we believe that a promise to maintain confidentiality is fundamental to
our research on prostitution if that research is to have any validity and integrity. It would be
unethical for us to imperil the liberty of persons who volunteer to give us access to their lives for
research purposes. Because the law regarding privilege operates on a case-by-case basis, it is
effectively made up after the fact. In a sense, it thus contradicts one of the fundamental principles
of natural justice, i.e., that rules be made known in advance. When we are doing research, we
know full well that a promise that may or may not be kept is no promise at all, particularly for
research subjects who are concerned that the information they give us may be used to prosecute
them. On the basis of our belief that research satisfies criteria 2 and 3 of the Wigmore test, if we
are to undertake it at all we have to make an undertaking of unlimited confidentiality and stick to
it. The main exception to this would be cases where we discover prospective serious harm, such
as intent to commit murder or the imprisonment of an innocent person, in which case we would
be prepared to violate a guarantee of confidentiality because a higher ethic takes precedence.

8. What the Future holds

8.i) At Simon Fraser University

In the fall of 1997, when we first asked Dr. Blaney to reconsider the university’s decision-making
in the Ogden case, he delegated it to Dr. Clayman, the VP-Research, who had been a part of the
university administration that made the decision to abandon Russel Ogden’s research participants
in court. When Dr. Clayman was asked whether he and his colleagues made a proper decision, he
said "yes." His decision to oblige the President’s request violated a principle of natural justice,
i.e., that no one should sit as a judge in his/her own cause. Eventually, Dr. Blaney convened an
independent panel (Drs. Blomley and Davis) to review the case. The panel reached quite the
opposite conclusion from Dr. Clayman, judging the university’s behaviour to be unethical. They
recommended that the university apologize to Ogden and rectify its wrongdoing.

In the fall of 1997 we alerted President Blaney to the URERC’s unauthorized substantive change
to the SFU Research Ethics Policy and the various legal and ethical problems with the URERC’s
limited confidentiality consent statement. However, rather than establishing an independent body
to review our complaints, the President referred the matter back to the URERC for consideration.
In so doing, he put the URERC in the position of acting as a judge in its own cause, thus again
violating a core principle of procedural fairness and natural justice.

When we appealed the URERC’s October 1998 decision to deny approval of our research ethics
applications, we pointed out the institutional conflict of interest in a university administrator
hearing the appeal. Once the Tri-Council Policy Statement takes effect in September 1999, such
practices will no longer be allowed. Because the SFU Framework Agreement bestows a duty of
fairness on administrators, and because the Framework Agreement supersedes university policy,
we remain amazed that the VP Academic proceeded to hear the appeal. We are now in the
process of grieving his decision, and are faced with the prospect of invoking a section of the Code
of Faculty Ethics and Responsibilities (SFU Policy A30.01) which authorizes faculty to ignore
university policies that infringe their academic freedom.
We can only hope that the SFU Research Ethics Policy Revision Task Force will produce a new policy that will enable researchers to protect confidential research information to the extent possible within law and beyond, and that it will protect academic freedom in the process. If it succeeds in this respect, it will produce a policy that other Canadian universities would do well to emulate.

8.ii) And Beyond

Because the courts have always taken a very conservative approach to recognizing privilege, researchers need to carefully design their research protocols with an eye to satisfying the Wigmore criteria. This is the core philosophy of the approach that we recommend be adopted in the new SFU research ethics policy and at all other Canadian universities until such time as legislators are convinced that researcher-participant communications are worthy of statutory protection.

In the conclusion of his legal opinion, Paul Jones notes that:

The creation in Canada of statutory privilege for the researcher/participant relationship represents an alternative to the Wigmore test as a means of ensuring the confidentiality of researcher/participant communications. However, as the passage of such legislation is as much a political as legal issue, detailed discussion of the creation of such privilege is beyond the scope of this opinion. If the Faculty Association is interested in pursuing this question, CAUT would certainly be open to requests for support and advice.

We encourage the Simon Fraser Faculty Association and Simon Fraser University to take up CAUT’s offer and would welcome an opportunity to assist in this endeavour. There are many reasons why the development of such a privilege is merited.

The defenders of limited confidentiality have insisted that it is not possible to give a guarantee of unlimited confidentiality under Canadian law. That is not correct. Section 18 of the Statistics Act is specifically designed to allow guarantees of unlimited anonymity. When asked to participate in research, prospective research subjects of Statistics Canada's "Survey of Financial Security" are told:

Your information is kept strictly confidential. No one, not the courts, Revenue Canada, or even the RCMP can access your information. Your information cannot be made available under any other law such as the Access to Information Act.

What better example can one find of the necessity of anonymity for valid and reliable research? Academic research requires no less. Such a protection would go far in easing the tensions between researchers and university administrators that have surfaced at SFU over the past five years. What presumably will stop once the Tri-Council Policy Statement comes into full effect is the (ab)use of ethics procedures by university administrators for purposes that go beyond ethics. Ethics policies are designed to protect the rights and interests of research participants. They are fundamental to the long-term maintenance of the integrity and viability of the research enterprise, and hence of the viability of the university itself.

Appendix A: A Legal Opinion Regarding Researcher-Participant Privilege by Paul Jones, Legal Counsel to the Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT)

February 15, 1999

David Bell
Executive Director
The Faculty Association of Simon Fraser University
8888 University Drive
Burnaby, B.C.

Dear Mr. Bell:

Re. Researcher/Participant Privilege

You have requested a legal opinion on researcher/participant privilege. The specific questions you have posed are as follows:

i) What jurisprudence supports the use of the Wigmore test to establish researcher/participant privilege?

ii) Does the document entitled “Informed Consent by Subjects to Participate in a Research Project or Experiment” compromise a claim for privilege based on the Wigmore test?

iii) How can this “Informed Consent” document be designed to maximize the chances of successfully asserting the Wigmore criteria?

iv) Are there alternatives to the Wigmore test that could be advanced to establish researcher/participant privilege?

Opinion

i) What jurisprudence supports the use of the Wigmore test to establish researcher/participant privilege?

All relevant evidence is admissible in a legal proceeding unless it is excluded by a specific exception. Privilege, the legal protection that shields communications within certain relationships from disclosure, is one such exception.

The common law recognizes privilege on a “class” and “case-by-case” basis. The most familiar example of a class privilege is the one extended to the solicitor-client relationship.

Communications within a relationship enjoying class privilege are presumed inadmissible as evidence in a legal process. In order for a class privilege to be recognized, compelling policy
reasons must be demonstrated and the relationship at issue must be inextricably linked with the justice system.

In contrast case-by-case privilege is established through the application of the “Wigmore Test”. This test, created by the American professor of law John Henry Wigmore, posits that a communication is privileged if the following conditions are met:

   i) The communication must originate in a confidence that it will not be disclosed;

   ii) The element of confidentiality must be essential to the full and satisfactory maintenance of the relation between the parties;

   iii) The relation must be one which in the opinion of the community ought to be sedulously fostered, and

   iv) The injury that would inure to the relationship by the disclosure of the communication must be greater then the benefit thereby gained for the correct disposal of the litigation.


However, the Supreme Court indeed all Courts, have adopted a conservative approach in applying the Wigmore principles. The accepted judicial view is that the search for truth is best accomplished through the admission of all relevant evidence, and that any departure from this rule is an extraordinary exception. In reference to such exceptions, Chief Justice Burger of the United States Supreme Court stated in *United States v Nixon*, 94 S.Ct. 3090 (1974) at 3108 that:

> “Whatever their origins these exceptions to the demand for every man's evidence are not lightly created nor expansively construed, for they are in derogation of the search for truth.”

Wigmore himself, in *Evidence in Trials at Common Law*, vol. 8 (McNaughton rev.) (Boston: Little Brown and Company, 1961) stated at page 70:

> “We start with the primary assumption that there is a general duty to give what testimony one is capable of giving, and that any exemptions which may exist are truly exceptional”


In Gruenke, the Court dealt with an individual accused of murder who sought to protect from disclosure an admission of guilt she had made to a religious advisor. The accused argued that such “priest-penitent” communications were privileged.
The Court held that the policy reasons supporting a class privilege for religious communications must be as compelling as the reasons underlying the class privilege for solicitor-client communications, namely that the relationship and communications are essential to the effective operation of the legal system. The Court found that religious communications, notwithstanding their social importance, are not inextricably linked with the justice system and thus rejected the argument that they should enjoy class privilege.

While the Court held that there should be no automatic presumption that religious communications are protected, it did find that it would be appropriate to apply the Wigmore criteria on a case-by-case basis to determine if a particular religious communication should be privileged. In her minority decision, Madame Justice L'Heureux-Dubé took a stronger position and concluded that a new class of privilege should be recognized for religious communications.

On the facts of the case, the Court found that there was no expectation of confidentiality connected with Ms Gruenke's confession to her pastor. As an expectation of confidentiality is absolutely critical to establish privilege, neither the majority nor minority judgements found that the communications at issue were protected, either on a class or case-by-case basis.

The Gruenke decision stands for the proposition that the Wigmore criteria can appropriately be utilized to determine on a case-by-case basis if privilege should be extended to communications within a particular relationship. However, Gruenke is not the last word from the Court on the issue. In the more recent companion decisions R. v. O'Connor and A. (L. L.) V. B. (A) the Court dealt with the issue of whether privilege should extend to sexual assault counselling communications, that is, whether a sexual assault victim's private therapeutic records should be protected from disclosure to the person accused of the assault.

Discussion of privilege in these cases was left largely to Madame Justice L'Heureux-Dubé in her dissent. In contrast to her approach to religious communications in Gruenke, she declined to extend a class privilege to sexual assault counselling communications. Moreover, she also retreated from the Gruenke position on case-by-case privilege. Mirroring the majority decision of Chief Justice Lamer and Sopinka J., she proposed that instead of the application of the Wigmore test, the necessity of disclosure could better be determined on a case-by-case balancing of the Charter values of privacy and the right to make full answer and defence. While L'Heureux-Dubé stated that an approach based on the Wigmore criteria was possible, she indicated at page 122 of A.(L.L) "I do not think that such exceptions to the general evidentiary rule of admissibility and disclosure should be encouraged".

Two years later, in A.M. v. Ryan, a case involving the production of sexual assault counselling records in the context of the disclosure process of a civil trial, the Court provided further clarification of its position on privilege. At paragraph 20 of Ryan, the Court restated the appropriateness of the Wigmore criteria to determine if a privilege exists. The Court further affirmed that privilege could be expanded to include new categories:

"While the circumstances giving rise to a privilege were once thought to be fixed by categories defined in previous centuries -- categories that do not include communications between a psychiatrist and her patient -- it is now accepted that the common law permits privilege in new situations where reason, experience and application of the principles that underlie the traditional privileges so dictate: Slavutych v. Baker, [1976] 1 S.C.R. 254; R. v. Gruenke, [1991] 3 S.C.R. 263, at
p. 286. The applicable principles are derived from those set forth in *Wigmore on Evidence*, vol. 8 (McNaughton rev. 1961), sm. 2285.

---

It follows that the law of privilege may evolve to reflect the social and legal realities of our time.”

At paragraph 30 the Court continued its discussion from *O'Connor and A. (L.L.)* on the balancing of Charter rights, incorporating this balancing process into the fourth Wigmore criterion:

“… the common law must develop in a way that reflects emerging Charter values. It follows that the factors balanced under the fourth part of the Wigmore test for privilege should be updated to reflect relevant Charter values. One such value is the interest affirmed by s. 8 of the Charter of each person in privacy. Another is the right of every person embodied in s. 15 of the Charter to equal treatment and benefit of the law.”

In addition to importing the notion of balancing Charter values, the Court also proposed a more flexible application of the Wigmore principles. At paragraph 3 the Court stated:

“It follows that if the court considering a claim for privilege determines that a particular document or class of documents must be produced to get at the truth and prevent an unjust verdict, it must permit production to the extent required to avoid that result. On the other hand, the need to get at the truth and avoid injustice does not automatically negate the possibility of protection from disclosure. In some cases, the court may well decide that the truth permits of nothing less than full production. This said, I would venture to say that an order for partial privilege will more often be appropriate in civil cases where, as here, the privacy interest is compelling. Disclosure of a limited number of documents editing, by the court to remove non-essential material and the imposition of conditions on who may see and copy the documents are techniques which may be used to ensure the highest degree of confidentiality and the least damage to the protected relationship, while guarding against the injustice of cloaking the truth.”

Where then does Canadian law stand on the issue of the application of the Wigmore principles?

An examination of the case law from *Gruenke* to *Ryan* indicates that the Supreme Court has accepted the Wigmore test as the means to determine if privilege should be extended on a case-case basis to a relationship. Moreover, these cases, *Ryan* in particular, emphasize that the categories of privilege are not closed and that the identification of new relationships that meet the Wigmore criteria is possible.

Thus, at a theoretical level, the establishment of researcher/participant privilege through the Wigmore test is conceivable. However, privilege jurisprudence is filled with admonitions about the caution with which any exceptions to the basic rule of admissibility must be applied. The Court’s recent statements about “partial privilege” and balancing Charter rights further indicates the extent to which this is a complex and evolving area of law calling for a nuanced, rather than mechanistic, understanding. As such, it is not possible to predict with certainty the eventual recognition of researcher/participant privilege or the exact form it may take.
However, the decisions of the Honourable L.W. Campbell Coroner, in Inquest of Unknown Female (October 20, 1994 - 91-240-0838) and of the US Court of Appeals in Cusumano and Yoffe, in which researcher/participant privilege was recognized, are important signals. While neither decision would be binding on a Canadian Court their thoughtful consideration of the researcher/participant relationship carry considerable persuasive value. With respect to the Coroner's decision in particular, it is important to remember that advancements in the law, although eventually affirmed by the highest Courts, often commence at the most basic levels of the adjudicative process. Further, the Courts, in contrast to the situation even a decade ago increasingly utilize as evidence the very type of social science that would be protected and encouraged by the re-cognition of researcher/participant privilege. Such judicial familiarity would support arguments in favour of the expansion of privilege to capture the researcher/participant relationship.

ii) Does the document entitled “Informed Consent by Subjects to Participate in a Research Project or Experiment” compromise a claim for privilege based on the Wigmore test?

My understanding is that the current version of the document entitled “Informed Consent by Subjects to Participate in a Research Project or Experiment” contains the following proviso:

“Any information that is obtained during this study will be kept confidential to the full extent permitted by law. Knowledge of your identity is not required. You will not be required to write your name or any other identifying information on the research materials. Materials will be held in a secure location and will be destroyed after the completion of the study. However, it is possible that, as a result of legal action, the researcher may be required to divulge information obtained in the course of this research to a court or other legal body.”

Confidentiality is the foundation of the Wigmore criteria. In Gruenke, the Court stated that an expectation of confidentiality was absolutely critical to establish a claim for privilege. Indeed, it was the very lack of a promise of confidentiality in Gruenke that prevented the Court from privileging the religious communications at issue, however, confidentiality is never absolute, even in the most established of class privileges. It is a fact that a party in any privileged relationship may be ordered to disclose information. What then is the impact if the parties, before they commence the exchange of confidential information, are aware that disclosure may be ordered? Does this negate any subsequent claim for privilege?

In Ryan, the patient informed her psychiatrist that all their communications must remain confidential. The doctor indicated to the patient the possibility of court-ordered disclosure, but assured the patient that everything possible would be done to ensure that their discussions would remain confidential.

This recognition by the parties that confidential communications could be ordered disclosed was held to be fatal to a claim for privilege at the lowest level of judicial consideration. The issue was appealed, eventually to the Supreme Court of Canada. In its decision, McLachlin J., writing for the majority, stated at page 173:

“The first requirement for privilege is that the communications at issue have originated in a confidence that they will not be disclosed. The Master held that this condition was not met because both the appellant and Dr. Parfitt had
concerns that notwithstanding their desire for confidentiality, the records might someday be ordered disclosed in the course of litigation. With respect I do not agree. The communications were made in confidence. The appellant stipulated that they should remain confidential and Dr. Parfitt agreed that she would do everything possible to keep them confidence. The possibility that a court might order them disclosed at some future date over their objections does not change the fact that the communications were made in confidence. With the possible exception of communications falling in the traditional categories, there can never be an absolute guarantee of confidentiality; there is always the possibility that a court may order disclosure. Even for documents within the traditional categories, inadvertent disclosure is always a possibility. If the apprehended possibility of disclosure negated privilege, privilege would seldom if ever be found.”

With this statement the Supreme Court clearly indicates that exposure to the knowledge communications may be subject to disclosure does not negate a subsequent claim for privilege. While I have concerns about the particular language of the “Informed Consent” document, it is my opinion that a warning of the potential of disclosure, if properly worded and situated in the context of meaningful commitments to confidentiality, will not automatically undermine the application of the Wigmore criteria.

iii) How can the “Informed Consent” document be designed to maximize the chances of successfully asserting the Wigmore criteria?

In Ryan, the Supreme Court made the following observations about the doctor/patient communications at issue:

i) The communications were made in confidence.

ii) The patient stipulated that they should remain confidential.

iii) The doctor agreed that she would do everything possible to keep them confidential.

Notwithstanding the fact that both the patient and the doctor were aware that court ordered disclosure was a possibility, the Court still found that the expectation of confidentiality was high enough to support the application of the Wigmore criteria. In my view, the importation into the consent document of language that assured the research participant that:

i) the foundation of the researcher/participant relationship is confidentiality; and

ii) that the researcher and the university would do everything possible to preserve this confidentiality

would override the effect of the warning of potential disclosure and ensure the applicability of the Wigmore criteria.

iv) Are there alternatives to the Wigmore test that could be advanced to establish researcher/participant privilege?

In addition to common law privilege (class or case-by-case), certain forms of privilege have also been created by statute.
In respect to the criminal law, communications between spouses are granted privilege in s. 4(3) of the *Canada Evidence Act*. In civil proceedings provincial legislation generally provides for spousal communication privilege. Quebec and Newfoundland have enacted statutes recognizing religious communication privilege and Section 18 of the *Statistics Act* provides a limited privilege to certain researcher/participant relationships. The Criminal Code was amended, in response to the *O'Connor* case, to provide a partial shield for sexual assault counseling communications. Finally, in a variety of U.S. jurisdictions specific statutory privilege has been created to cover the researcher/participant relationship.

The creation in Canada of statutory privilege for the researcher/participant relationship represents an alternative to the Wigmore test as a means of ensuring the confidentiality of researcher/participant communications. However, as the passage of such legislation is as much a political as legal issue, detailed discussion of the creation of such privilege is beyond the scope of this opinion. If the Faculty Association is interested in pursuing this question, CAUT would certainly be open to requests for support and advice.

I trust this information is of assistance. If you would like to discuss this matter further, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours truly,

Paul Jones

Legal Counsel
Canadian Association of University Teachers
Confidentiality and the 1997 ASA Code of Ethics: A Query

by John Lowman and Ted Palys
Simon Fraser University

We are writing to seek clarification of the confidentiality provisions of the 1997 ASA Code of Ethics (Section 11) in view of how changes from the 1989 version may affect our ability to offer guarantees of unlimited confidentiality to research participants, and defend them by resorting to the so-called "Wigmore criteria," a common law test that can be used to establish researcher-participant privilege on a case-by-case basis. These criteria were successfully invoked by Russel Ogden, the only researcher in Canada ever to be faced with a charge of contempt of court for refusing to divulge confidential information to a court (Lowman & Palys, 1998).

The Wigmore criteria require that:

1. The communications must originate in a confidence that they will not be disclosed;
2. This element of confidentiality must be essential to the full and satisfactory maintenance of the relation between the parties;
3. The relation must be one which in the opinion of the community ought to be sedulously fostered; and
4. The injury that would inure to the relation by the disclosure of the communications must be greater than the benefit thereby gained for the correct disposal of litigation. (Wigmore, 1905, p.3185)

Two changes in the 1997 Code may adversely affect use of these criteria:

1. The addition of admonitions to researchers to consider legal "limitations" to confidentiality in Section 11.02(a); and
2. The removal of a statement in the 1989 principles (section E5) that "Confidential information provided by research participants must be treated as such by sociologists, even when this information enjoys no legal protection or privilege and legal force is applied." The 1997 Code (Section 11.01(b)) replaces this with:

"Although confidentiality may be subject to limitations, in general sociologists are obliged to respect the confidentiality of information and the sources of that information even if there is no legal protection or privilege to do so."
Any apparent acceptance of externally imposed a priori limitations to confidentiality may undermine the first criterion of the Wigmore test. We are thus concerned a court could interpret the recognition of "limitations" to confidentiality, combined with deletion of the phrase "and legal force is applied," as evidence the ASA had softened its commitment to research confidentiality by subjugating research ethics to law. The statement in the 1989 Principles about maintaining confidentiality even when "legal force is applied," was valuable precisely because it represented unambiguous evidence that confidentiality is crucial to the research enterprise, and worth fighting for (Wigmore criterion 2). Also, it clearly recognized a researcher's freedom to pledge unlimited confidentiality to research participants (criterion 1), which legal opinion in both Canada (Marshall, 1992) and the United States (Traynor, 1996) suggests are essential to the legal defense of confidentiality agreements.

We wonder whether the changes noted above arose because the architects of the new Code felt the "legal force" clause was redundant, or a shift in the ethical philosophy underlying it. Because these issues could be crucial for researchers who find themselves subpoenaed, we request clarification about how to interpret the newer Code of Ethics with regard to confidentiality and its limits.
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The query from John Lowman and Ted Palys concerning confidentiality and its treatment in the new ASA Code of Ethics is an important one. One's ability to pledge confidentiality to research participants is a cornerstone of research involving human subjects. Further, a researcher's obligation to maintain the confidentiality of information lies at the heart of the ethical principles of science and research. Thus, the changes in the ASA Code of Ethics regarding the limitations to confidentiality were crafted with the utmost care and reflection. By clarifying the principle, the goal was to strengthen, not to erode it.

The changes in the Code were not intended to undermine a researcher's commitment to confidentiality or to subjugate research ethics to law. In the 1997 Code, there are now seven clauses in Section 11.01 specifically addressed to the significance and scope of Maintaining Confidentiality. As Section 11.01(b) states, "Confidential information provided by research participants, students, employees, clients, or others is treated as such by sociologists even if there is no legal protection or privilege to do so." Although the phrase "even when … legal force is applied" has been eliminated in the 1997 Code, this was not to imply that sociologists should divulge confidential information when pressure from the courts or legal sanction is brought to bear.

However, the new Code was written in recognition of the realities of ethical decision making specifically with respect to human protection. Researchers may be confronted with unanticipated circumstances that are clearly health- or life-threatening to research participants, students, employees, clients, or others. When such circumstances arise, it may require rethinking the guarantees of confidentiality, regardless of the law and/or application of legal force to divulge information.

For example, if a researcher discovers child abuse while gathering ethnographic data about family life, what should the researcher do? The underlying intent of the ethical principles applied to research with human subjects is to protect the subjects from harm or risk. In this situation, the researcher faces a choice. Report the child abuse with a potential breach of confidentiality promised to the parent or maintain the confidentiality of the information and risk future harm to the child. The recognition of such a narrow limit to confidentiality is expressed in Section 11.02(b) of the Code: "Sociologists may confront unanticipated circumstances where they become aware of information that is clearly health- or life-threatening to research participants. … In those cases, sociologists balance the importance of guarantees of confidentiality with other principles in the Code of Ethics, standards of conduct, and applicable law."

Further, consistent with the ethical standard enunciated in Section 11.02(b), the 1997 Code in Section 11.02(a) cautions sociologists before commencing research to be fully informed about all
laws or rules which may limit or alter guarantees of confidentiality. In such situations where laws and/or rules exist (and hence can be anticipated), it is incumbent upon researchers to determine their ability to guarantee absolute confidentiality. Given this reality, the Code of Ethics also includes a standard whereby researchers are obliged to discuss confidentiality and its limits with research subjects. Section 11.03(a) states: "When sociologists establish a scientific or professional relationship with persons, they discuss (1) the relevant limitations on confidentiality, and (2) the foreseeable uses of the information generated through their professional work. These are critical sections of the 1997 Code, since it is now incumbent upon a researcher to be fully informed about all laws and rules that may limit or alter guarantees of confidentiality. Further, researchers may not promise absolute confidentiality if their ability to do so is limited or if they are unwilling to maintain confidentiality in these situations.

Although limitations to confidentiality under health- or life-threatening circumstances may be the exception, the Committee on Professional Ethics (COPE) recognized the importance of writing a Code that sociologists would not violate when a decision is made to divulge confidential information under such circumstances. Further, the 1997 Code places greater responsibility on sociologists to be aware of these limitations and to discuss them with research participants, students, employees, clients or others at the outset of their research.

If you have any further questions about this or other sections of the 1997 Code of Ethics please contact Joyce Iutcovich at iutcovic001@gannon.edu or (814) 453-4713.
Dr. Ellen Gee, Chair of the SFU Research Ethics Policy Revision Task Force — which is charged with developing a new ethics policy for SFU that is harmonious with the Tri-Council Policy Statement on ethics — read the Footnotes query and response, and sought further clarification. She e-mailed the current Chair of the ASA Committee on Professional Ethics (COPE), asking for clarification on several issues. COPE’s response, which intermingles Dr. Gee’s queries with their response, is shown below:

From: Ellen Gee <gee@sfu.ca
To: ethics-taskforce@sfu.ca
Cc: palys@sfu.ca; lowman@sfu.ca
Subject: Response to Ethics Query
Date: Tuesday, March 23, 1999 10:02 AM

...
Below is the response that I received back from the American Sociological Association.
...

Ellen

Return-Path: <iutcovic001@mail1.gannon.edu
X-Sender: iutcovic001@mail1.gannon.edu
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 1999 01:42:15 -0500
To: gee@sfu.ca
From: Joyce Iutcovich <iutcovic001@mail1.gannon.edu
Subject: Response to Ethics Query
Cc: levine@asanet.org

Dear Ellen:

The following is a response to your query about the 1997 ASA Code of Ethics with regard to limited/unlimited confidentiality.

In your e-mail of 3/6/99 you stated that your reading of the new ASA Code

"requires researchers (a) to know the relevant law regarding their ability to guarantee absolute confidentiality and (b) to discuss confidentiality and its limits with their research subjects" You then raised these questions:

1) With regard to (a)—In Canada (and the U.S., as far as I understand), there are no legal guarantees regarding academic privilege. Does this then mean that researchers are NEVER in a position to guarantee unlimited confidentiality?

Answer: You are correct that there are no legal guarantees regarding academic privilege similar to what some other professional groups have (e.g., lawyers, doctors, priests...). However, this is a separate issue from the willingness of an academic to promise unlimited confidentiality of information gathered from
research subjects. If the academic researcher is willing to make this promise, regardless of any legal pressure that may be brought to bear (e.g., when the courts hold someone in contempt if they are unwilling to reveal such information), then the academic must be willing to accept the consequences (e.g., go to jail...). Academic privilege is something that some researchers have been willing to fight for and, as Palys and Lowman pointed out, there may be a sound legal basis for arguing for this privilege in court. Hence, if an academic is willing to back up his/her promise, then the promise of unlimited confidentiality can be made.

2. With regard to (b)--this appears to mean that the ASA Code requires researchers to tell their subjects that any data obtained from them COULD be disclosed. Does this not impede research that criminologists (especially, but not exclusively) engage in, given that research subjects will either not want to participate or will hide information from the researcher? Also, does this not preclude researchers from using the Wigmore criteria (re criteria #1) in a court of law in any attempt to protect research-research subject confidentiality/academic privilege?

Answer: The ASA Code requires that researchers fully inform themselves of any laws that might require mandatory reporting or place limits on confidentiality (e.g., many states require reports of child abuse and even those professionals that have "privilege" are obligated to report their knowledge of future criminal behavior or life-threatening situations). Once researchers are fully informed, it is then that they decide if there are circumstances (i.e., certain types of information) in which they are unwilling to promise absolute confidentiality. If there are, then the researchers are obligated to inform their subjects of such circumstances. If they are willing to promise absolute confidentiality regardless of circumstances, then the researcher can make this promise (as stated in the answer to #1 above).

The essence of the 1997 Code is this: researchers are obligated to be fully informed, only make promises they are willing to back up, and be up front with the research subjects about what they are promising. It may be that a researcher is willing to promise confidentiality except in health- or life-threatening situations. If that is the case, then that is what can be promised.

I hope this answers your questions. If you want any further clarification or you have some additional questions, please contact me.

Sincerely,

Joyce Iutcovich
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